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PREFACE
Trombone study at the University of Michigan in
the 1960's was very serious business.

I

remember quite

well how we, as a section, collectively agreed to

avoid even the suggestion of a smile whenever group

photographs were taken so as to look as intense as
possible, reflecting the heroic character of the
instrument.

To be admitted into the "inner circle,"

one needed to be using large -bore symphonic equipment

and totally committed to the cultivation of a massive,

teutonic concept of tone.
It was in this milieu that I was first introduced

to David Uber's music when a colleague, in the course
of an impromptu duet session, produced a copy of the

Ten Concert Duets.

I

was first struck by the quaint

and amusing titles such as "Strolling Through a Lilac

Paradise," yet this music clearly did not fit into our

grandiose conception of the trombone.

I

made an

unfortunate assumption at that time that Uber composed
only "kid's music" or lightweight novelty pieces which

were of little use to me, though clever and well

written they may be.
iii
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After some twenty years of basically ignoring his
music, his advanced etudes were recommended to me.

I

found them to be not only very challenging, but also
fresh,

spontaneous, and really fun to play.

An even

greater revelation was discovering the breadth and
depth of his output which was especially remarkable
from one holding both a full time faculty position and
a

regular orchestra chair as well.
There was more than enough repertoire to warrant a

serious study.

At the same time, questions emerged

that as a teacher,

was deeply interested in looking

I

How does he get so much accomplished and how

into.

does he sustain his energy and motivation?

I

was

curious about what kind of a person he was and about
his background and training as these might relate to

those questions.
I

wrote to him, wondering if he would possibly

have time to respond.

He answered immediately and

invited me to telephone him anytime which
several occasions.

I

did on

Most of the biographical material

comes from two particularly lengthy phone conversations

which took place in the Fall of 1984.

Noteworthy in all of our conversations was Uber's
total availability and presence.

Even though we had

never met before, he freely gave the time necessary to
tell me his story.

He talked without urgency, as if he

had nothing else to do all day

-

until he was out of

v
time, then he would quickly and smoothly bring the

conversation to

During the course of the

a close.

next two years, he wrote to me several times, providing
me with catalogs, press clippings,

and photocopied

pages from his personal works lists.

He also read and

corrected an early draft of the biographical section.
from my perception,

If,

I

were to derive some

"secrets" accounting for Uber's extraordinary

productivity,

I

would certainly include these three as

the most important:

(1)

he "lives in the present,"

(2)

he responds to and acts on what is going on around him,

and

he does not indulge in excessive negative self -

(3)

judgement.

He gets the job done,

moves on the next project.

releases it, and

These are recurring

patterns in Uber's life which the second chapter
intends,

in some measure, to reveal.

The main body of this work is concerned with his

musical style focussing on compositions for the
trombone.

The three pieces which are analyzed in

Chapter Five were performed in a lecture /recital given
on February 28,
I
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CHAPTER

1

INTRODUCTION
In 1986, David Uber's catalog of compositions

exceeded two hundred titles.

Nearly half of these

involve the trombone in a significant way either as
solo or pedagogical works, works for various sized

ensembles of trombones, or in mixed brass chamber
pieces.

Of particular interest to teachers is that all

levels of development, from beginning to professional,
are represented in the study and recital works.

They

are all readily available as over half of his works are

published and those that are not may be easily obtained
directly from Uber.
This study examines the works of Uber that are

pertinent to the trombone teaching studio.

Included

are discussions of pedagogical materials, solos for

trombone, compositions for two, three and four
trombones,

and compositions for the trombone choir.

Special emphasis will be given to three representative

works for trombone and piano.

Chapter two gives a biographical account of

Uber's life, musical development, and career to date.
1
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Emphasized are those aspects of his life which are
perhaps illuminating in understanding the sources of
both his musical style and his seemingly inexhaustable
energy for musical expression.

It would seem that

sustained productivity as a composer, performer, and
teacher, along with the ability for continued expansion
of skills through self -teaching are desirable, if not

primary,

objectives of formal music education.

Because

Uber exemplifies these qualities to an exceptional
degree, knowledge of his background,

training,

and

career would be of interest to those concerned with the
process of music education.
Chapters three, four, and five discuss general
aspects of Uber's compositional style, survey his works
for trombone, and look closely at three solo pieces.

Comments concerning pedagogical application and

teaching strategies are interspersed liberally
throughout.
The final chapter discusses the significance of

Uber's work to the profession of trombone playing and
music education and summarizes the many awards and
honors he has received.

Critical reviews of his

compositions are also examined.
The appendix contains a classified list of all
of Uber's trombone works up to 1987, giving dates,

publication information and, when known, the grade
level.

3

The purpose of this study is to illuminate both
the man and the music.

It encompasses Uber's trombone

music written before 1987.

Because his productivity

shows no immediate signs of diminishing, revisions will

be necessary in the future.

A word of explanation is necessary concerning
the use of letter symbols in musical analyses.

General

pitch -class designations are indicated by upper -case
letters.

Specific pitch frequencies are indicated with

the appropriate upper or lower -case letters encased in
square brackets:

[].

In such cases, the standard

practice is used of designating middle C as [c1], the C
one octave below as [c], and the C one octave below

[c]

would indicate one octave above [c1] and

as [C];

[c2]

so on.

A letter enclosed in quotation marks, such as

"A" indicates a large structural section of the piece.

Lower case letters encased in round brackets, as in
(a),

are used to identify motives.

Opus numbers are

generally not used except in those pieces bearing
generic titles such as Sonata or Sonatina.

CHAPTER

2

DAVID UBER'S LIFE AND CAREER

David Uber's output of musical compositions is

especially remarkable when one considers that composing
is only one aspect of his multi - faceted career.

He is

also a full -time college professor, an active freelance trombonist who plays regularly with the New York

City Opera, and was, for several years, the conductor
of the Princeton University band.

His compositional

productivity, has remained amazingly consistent and he
continues to add an average of eight titles to his
works list every year as he has done since 1960.
is fluent in all phases of music -making:

Uber

composing,

performing, and teaching; and in his professional life
he has enjoyed a well balanced diet of all of these

activities.
His capacity and readiness to attune himself
with,

and be responsive to the exigencies of the

moment is a continuing theme in his life.

He derived

his own musical style from the music that was around

him and that he found most attractive; and the kinds of
pieces he writes are largely determined by needs and
4
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circumstances.

Composing has always been an activity

which has been a part of, rather than separate from the
other areas of his professional life, and this may be
the secret of his enduring energy for it.

Uber's family background was not extraordinary
in a musical sense and his early training was

relatively free of competitive or other external

pressures.

His talents were allowed to develop

naturally and according to his own predilections.
He began his life in the small Midwestern town
of Princeton, Illinois in the year 1921.

His father,

Thomas, had recently re- entered the Lutheran ministry

after a hiatus during which he taught English at
Carthage College which was then located in Carthage,
Illinois.

Thomas would be in Princeton only a year

longer before taking his wife Rebecca, his two
daughters, Brena and Grace, and his two sons, David and
Tom, to Caspar, Wyoming for another brief residency

before finally settling in St. Louis, Missouri where

Thomas would remain for the duration of his life.
Thomas and Rebecca had met as students at

Susquehanna University.

They shared similar family

backgrounds as each had been born of German ancestry
and raised in the Pennsylvania farmlands.

one of seventeen children.

Thomas was

It is likely that this

fertile environment helped nurture those qualities of
industriousness, independence, and perseverance that

6

David would inherit and exemplify so admirably

throughout his career.
So it was that Uber's musical spirit would

awaken in St. Louis, a city which in 1930, boasted a

population of just under three -quarters of a million.'
St.

Louis was rich in American musical tradition.

was here,

It

in a previous generation, that "ragtime" and

"blues" had taken root, later to ripen into jazz,

American musical theater, and popular song.

Uber

absorbed all of these styles and they became important
components of his own compositional technique.

Neither of Uber's parents had any musical
inclinations, yet it was his father who encouraged the

children to learn to play instruments.

His sisters,

Brena and Grace, took up keyboards and strings, and his

brother Tom, the cornet.

David, the youngest of the

four, was immediately attracted to the trombone.

Lessons were provided with local professional

brass players.

Uber's first teacher was the well known

trumpeter and bandleader, Hans Lemcke, who very soon
"farmed" him out to Joe Valetic, the first trombonist
of the St.

Louis Symphony.

He eventually went to Joseph Huber, another

trumpeter and the premiere brass teacher in St.Louis.
'Robert Vexier, ed.:
St. Louis, a
Chronological and Documentary History, 1762 -1970
(Dobbs Ferry, N.Y.: Oceana Publications, Inc., 1974),
p.

57.
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Blinded since the age of twelve from a firecracker
accident, Huber had the distinction of being Herbert

L.

Clarke's star pupil and for having learned the entire
Arban's book by braille.
of an egoist,...

Uber remembers him as "a bit

at the lessons, he'd play more than

he'd let us play. "2
For many years, both David and Tom played in

the St. Louis Cardinals Boys' Band.

They played at all

the home games at the old Sportsman's Park, sitting

directly behind home plate.

The demanding schedule was

most certainly a great stamina builder.

Also,

opportunities for dance band work were plentiful and so
jazz and popular styles became an important part of his

early musical development along with the influence of
older, more experienced players.
In the fall of 1938, Uber matriculated into

Carthage College where his father had taught years
earlier.

At that time, this small Lutheran college had

a total enrollment of less than 300.

Even though the

music department was small, it apparently provided Uber

with a fine grounding in both theoretical and
performing skills, for in his third year he qualified
for a full scholarship at one of the most elite music

conservatories in the world, the Curtis Institute of
Music in Philadelphia.
2Telephone interview with David Uber,
19 September 1984.
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As the first chair trombonist in the Curtis

Orchestra, Uber made his first serious acquaintance

with the symphonic repertoire and set his sights on
career as a trombonist in a major orchestra.

a

His stay

at Curtis would not be long, however, as two events

came together in 1941 that called for an immediate

change of direction:

the United States entered the

Second World War, and Uber turned twenty years of age.

Knowing that the draft was inevitable, Uber
left Curtis after one year and enlisted in the Navy.

After

a

year at Camp Allen in Norfolk, Virginia, he was

transferred to a newly formed band at the "SeaBee" (the
Navy's construction battalion) training center at Camp
Perry just outside of Williamsburg.

He would remain

there for the duration of his enlistment.
It was with the SeaBee band that Uber first

began to seriously pursue composing and arranging.

The

decision to do so had added significance because it
exempted him from sea duty where, under battle
conditions, bandsmen were typically used as ammunition

loaders and often ended up among the casualties.

Staff

arrangers were apparently considered too valuable to
risk in hazardous duty.
The band proved to be an ideal learning

environment.

Reflecting on his experience at Camp

Perry, Uber recalled:

9

I had a wonderful, built in captive audience
because we had a good dance band and we had a
concert band.
I would write pieces and hear
them the next day. Then, we would perform them
in Williamsburg and I would conduct, 5o I got a
lot of experience doing that as well.

He described the Navy band as an educational

"goldmine ".

He had plenty of time,

expert guidance

from the professional arranging staff, good players at
his disposal, and he knew when and for whom his pieces

would be performed.

Furthermore, the band's heavy

performance schedule produced an immediate need for a

continuing supply of new pieces.
He had his first piece published:

a stock

dance band arrangement called Yankee Doodle Drummer Boy
that featured a rudimental drum solo which he wrote for
the famous drummer, Charlie Bessette.

Two works from

this time, originally written for concert band, survive
in his current catalogue having been rescored for brass

choir:

Gettysburg Suite and Symphonic Sketch no.

1.

His arrangements for the jazz band varied from

standards such as Stardust and Take the A Train to re-

workings of classical pieces such as Scheherezade.
Uber was also able to finish his undergraduate
studies while in the Navy through correspondence
courses.

He took a week of leave in 1944 and hitch-

3Uber, 19 September 1984.
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hiked to Carthage where he marched in uniform at the

graduation ceremony.
He got out of the Navy in 1945 and moved to New
York.

Never one to waste time, within a year Uber had

completed his master's degree at Columbia

begun and
University.

In that same year he married Nancy

Sinclair, a harpist from Philadelphia who was playing
in the Radio City Music Hall Orchestra.

Uber had remarkable success establishing his
free -lance career and by the fall of 1946 was playing

regularly with the New York City Opera, the Ballet
Russe at City Center, the New York City Symphony,
conducted by the young Leonard Bernstein, and the
Ballet Caravan, which later became the New York City
Ballet.
He continued his busy free -lance activities for

the next fourteen years with a growing list of credits:
the New York Brass Quintet, the Contemporary Brass

Quintet, and backgrounds for newsreels, motion
pictures, and television.

In 1955 Uber became the

principal trombonist of the Symphony of the Air.
Earlier, when it was called the NBC Symphony and

conducted by Arturo Toscanini, he had occasionally

worked as

a sub or as an

extra for off -stage parts.

His composing output at this time reflected his

current performing needs and consisted exclusively of
brass ensembles of various sizes and combinations.
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Included, for example, are several pieces which were

written to provide material for the countless school
concerts he played with the New York and Contemporary
Brass Quintets.
A great motivating force for Uber was the

encouragement and support of Quinto Maganini of the
Edition Musicus publishing house.

One of Uber's

Columbia professors recommended him to Maganini who

subsequently helped him become a member of ASCAP and,
in 1948,

published his opus

titled Manhattan Vignettes.

1,

a set of trombone trios

Uber recalls how thrilling

it was to see one of his compositions in publication

and marks that event as the real beginning of his

career as a composer.

Maganini would be his only

publisher for the next eleven years.
Manhattan Vignettes reflects the utilitarian
orientation that characterizes much of Uber's music.
It was written in 1945 while he was at Columbia but the

original impetus for the piece was a richly harmonized

chorale which Uber wrote as an intonation and warm -up
study for himself and his colleagues in the Navy band.
This chorale was incorporated into a six movement piece

with each movement given a fanciful title.

A recording

of the piece was made with Uber and the other members
of the New York City Symphony trombone section and it
is likely that this contributed significantly to its

acceptance for publication.

The two other players are

12

worthy of mention as they both went on to distinguished
careers: William Gibson, later the principal trombone
of the Boston Symphony for many years, and John Clarke,

who eventually became the bass trombonist of the

Metropolitan Opera Orchestra.
Probably the most performed and best known of
all of Uber's compositions from this period is the

novelty piece written in 1957 for brass quintet:
at the Camptown Races.

A Day

The New York Brass Quintet

programmed it on all of their school concerts which
totalled at least a thousand.

The notoriety of this

piece, along with another of the same genre:

Adventures of
a

a

The

Tin Horn, written a few years later,

situation which

finds,

is

in his words, "somewhat

embarrassing" because they are too often the first and
sometimes the only things that come to mind when his
name is mentioned.

They are, in fact, only a minute

part of his output, yet they do represent aspects of

Uber's musical personality which are often present in
his more substantial and serious works as well.

Not

the least of these is the presence in his awareness of
the audience and the intention to deliver an

immediately coherent, satisfying,

and appropriate work.

While the content may be light, the craftsmanship is
sure, and the pieces, in the context for which they

were intended, are consistently successful.

They show
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his predilection for "Americana" themes, his playful

imagination, and his sense of humor.

A major turning point in Uber's career occurred
in 1959 when he joined the faculty of Trenton State

College in Trenton, New Jersey as the full time

professor of low brass.

The music department at that

time was undergoing an expansion and renovation program
and one of the strategies was to draw on the resources
of established New York musicians to staff the applied

music studios.

Uber was offered and accepted the

position.

Uber dropped all of his playing jobs except the
New York City Ballet with the intention of making room
for his new position.

Ballet, however, was just

beginning to grow in popularity and consequently, the
demands on the orchestra players were growing as well.

Uber remembers that holding on to the ballet job and,
at the same time, beginning his teaching position at

Trenton State was the hardest thing he ever did.
On the positive side, the ballet job was

becoming more musically interesting as the season
expanded and playing the ballet repertoire has always
been a pleasure for Uber:
You did the best music and you weren't 'second
fiddle' to singers.
They wanted it symphonic you could play out. We used to joke about how
we'd do Firebird maybe twice a week sometimes

14

and the New York Philharmonic would do it maybe
once every two or three years.

Uber enjoyed a wonderful relationship with the
orchestra's new conductor, the Englishman, Robert
Irving.

They became the best of friends and Irving

used him on many of his recordings.
In spite of a seemingly impossible schedule,

Uber's productivity as a composer intensified at this
time.

He began to pursue composing more seriously

because not only were requests from publishers
increasing, but he had a new purpose in writing

material for his students.

In the early 1960's he

increased his output tenfold and began to write for

more diverse mediums.

While brass ensemble music still

predominated, recital pieces for a solo brass

instrument and piano, mixed brass duets, and works

involving instruments other than brass began to appear
in his catalog.

His new focus on teaching is reflected

in the many works which are tailored to the abilities

of the young developing player.

A significant factor in Uber's composing

activities in the early sixties was the five summers
from 1960 to 1965 he spent at the National Music Camp
at Interlochen, Michigan as director of ensemble music.

There, he was confronted with groups of all manner of

4Uber,

19 September 1984.
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irregular combinations and differing levels of ability.
He recalls one such group which consisted of two young

trumpet players, Gerard Schwarz and Mark Gould, later
of the New York Philharmonic and Metropolitan Opera

Orchestra respectively, and "a trombone player you

wouldn't believe... he was so bad,

I

they got him in to Interlochen. "5

Of course, there

don't know how

was no pre- existing repertoire for such groups so Uber

responded with characteristic industriousness and
created it.
One of Uber's Interlochen works, Liturgy,

for

large antiphonal brass choir, fell into the hands of

Harry Krueger of Augustana College in Sioux Falls,
Iowa.

This was the beginning of a long standing

relationship that has since been the genesis of many
compositions.
He wrote me a long letter asking if I had
anything else with those types of harmonies and
to tell me that they really liked the piece.
That was about twenty years ago, and from that
day on, every year I write three or more pieces
for brass choir.
I just finished the
Antiphonal Fanfare for his twentieth
anniversary.
I dedicated it to him and he's
going to premier it.
So a guy like that has
made me write more and more. Aside from
writing for people here at Trenton State and my
students, the brass choir, and the band, I
write for Harry Krueger.
In a way, he6s like a
patron, he kind of pulls it out of me.

5Uber,

19 September 1984.

6Uber, 19 September 1984.
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One of the first projects Uber undertook in his

new position was to organize
leadership,

a

brass choir.

Under his

the Trenton State College Brass and

Percussion Choir has grown from its original size of
seven players to over thirty and is one of the

college's most active and visible musical groups.
For Uber the teacher, the choir serves as an
ideal means of giving his students performing

experience and furthering their technical and musical
development.

For Uber the composer, the group is a

readily available laboratory for his continued

experiments in writing for the large brass and

percussion ensemble, and particularly, works for
multiple choirs.
For years, antiphonal,

polychoral brass works

have been the object of a special passion of Uber's and
his current catalog lists no less than thirteen works
for divided choirs.

When he returned to Columbia

University for his Doctor of Education degree, which he

completed in 1965, he chose antiphonal brass music as
the topic of his dissertation.

Uber estimates that about 90% of his music is
functional, that is, written for a specific purpose or
occasion.

"In terms of functional music,

I

think of

writing for Interlochen and writing for Trenton State.
If it's not dictated by a situation that you're in,
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once in a while, not too often, the publisher will ask
for something. "7

His ability to maintain a steady output of

compositions while holding down

a

full -time faculty

position at Trenton State College and the principal
trombone chair of the New York City Ballet was an
amazing feat in itself.

As if that were not enough, he

took on an additional assignment as brass teacher at

Westminister Choir College and, from 1971 to 1978, was
the conductor of the Princeton University Symphonic
Band.

Maintaining such a diverse weekly schedule over
such a large geographical area requires an exceptional

mastery of time.

For Uber, this meant turning the

considerable hours of slack -time into work -time.

The

ballet performed eight shows a week which required
travel to New York everyday except Mondays.

Much work

was accomplished during the train rides which are about
one hour each way.

For trombonists,

free time on the

job is plentiful as many pieces or movements do not use

the trombone, and breaks between acts and pieces are

usually long.

During such times, Uber would often

disappear to one of the many studios located below the
stage level of the New York State Theater and work on
scores.

These studios are equipped with two essential

7Uber,

19

September 1984.
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items:

a

piano and an intercom system which allowed him

to keep in touch with the proceedings on stage.

Before

the days of Lincoln Center, when the ballet was housed
at City Center where the backstage facilities are not

nearly as lavish, Uber even went so far as to become a

member of the "Grand Street Boys Club," located across
the street, because it gave him the use of a room with
a piano.

Another favorite work space was a table in

the back of the Carnegie Tavern where he could work

undisturbed while enjoying the amenities of the bar and
kitchen.

Uber kept up this pace until 1975 when he had
the opportunity to buy a beautiful old stone house, a

remodeled barn actually, in Buck's County, near New
Hope,

Pennsylvania.

Faced with a longer commute and

feeling tired and run -down from all of those trips to

New York, Uber resigned from the Ballet.
His retirement from a regular playing job was
short lived for in 1978,

the New York City Opera asked

him to re -join the orchestra.

He had quit the

orchestra in 1959 because the heavy rehearsal schedule
was incompatible with his new job at Trenton State, but
they had recently moved to a rotation system which

reduced the work load on the individual players and

allowed for some flexibility.

Finding this suitable to

his current lifestyle, Uber accepted the offer and

returned to the orchestra that had given him his first
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major job in New York.

"I was with the New York City

Opera from 1946 until 1959, tours and everything.

It's

kind of like a cycle that they would ask me to come

back again on the rotation.

Sometimes I'll play first,

sometimes second, and sometimes up in the balcony. "8

Uber is now approaching his fortieth year as a
professional trombonist with a major New York orchestra
and his thirtieth on the faculty of Trenton State
College.

His list of accomplishments as a composer,

trombonist, recording artist, educator, and conductor
is outstanding.

As a trombonist, he has been continuously in

the mainstream of New York's symphonic activity.

In

addition to the New York City Ballet and Opera
orchestras, he has played with the New York City
Symphony, the New York Philharmonic, the Brooklyn
Symphony, the NBC Symphony/Symphony of the Air, the
NBC -TV Opera Company, and the Radio City Music Hall
Orchestra.

He has played the New York seasons of many

renowned dance companies such as the Ballet Russe de
Monte Carlo, the American Ballet Theater, the Martha
Graham Company and the Joffrey Ballet.
He has played on numerous recordings of

symphony, ballet, opera, and chamber music under such

eminent conductors as Igor Stravinsky, Leopold

8Uber,

19 September 1984.
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Stokowski, Sir Thomas Beecham, Leonard Bernstein, Aaron
Copland, Morton Gould, Arthur Fiedler, Robert Irving,

Fritz Reiner, Robert Russell Bennett, Arthur Weisberg,

Bruno Walter, and Igor Markevich.

He has also had

considerable experience doing studio work in
commercial, jazz, news -reels, and TV and motion picture
music.

Uber has appeared as soloist and lecturer on
several "Young Audience" television series and played
for many years with "Young Audience" demonstration

groups including the New York Brass Quintet and the

Contemporary Brass Quintet.
His activities as an educator alone could

easily make up another complete career.

He has taught

part time at Princeton University, the National Music
Camp at Interlochen, and the Westminister Choir
College.

At Trenton State College he continues to

teach all of the low brass students, the brass
techniques course, a course in contemporary music, and
composition, and also directs the brass and percussion
choir.
On top of all of this, he has found time for a

successful family life.

He and Nancy, his wife of

forty years, have raised a son and a daughter, and each
is an established professional with an earned Ph.D.

Christine is the Director of Funding and Grants at
Florida International University and is herself the
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mother of two.

Their son David is chairman of the

French department at Baylor University.
In his many roles, Uber has endeared himself to

his colleagues and students by his easy, forthright

manner and his persistent optimism.

A quote from his

music department's newsletter shows the regard with
which he is held:

"The people in Bray Hall enjoy the

friendly, warm, outgoing, and inspirational personality
of "Doc" Uber.

music,

His dedication and sensitivity to

in every aspect,

is admired by all. "9

He also

loves a good practical joke, and to mention his name to
any of his friends is likely to invite stories and

anecdotes of his legendary sense of humor.
To follow the path of Uber's life and career is
to trace a map of the sources of the diverse elements
of his compositional style.

There is consistency in

the fact that the composer of Ragtime for brass quintet
or Elegy and Blues for brass choir grew up in St. Louis
in the 1920's and 30's;

or that the composer of A Day

at the Camptown Races spent many summer afternoons of

his boyhood playing in a band at St. Louis Cardinals

baseball games.

It makes

sense that the composer of

the 21 Etudes for Trombone, with its many references to

French ballet music would have sat in the orchestra of

9F. Montath and D. DeGeoff, "David Uber,"
Sforzando, Trenton State College music department
newsletter, 10 Nov. 1982, p. 1.
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the New York City Ballet for sixteen years; and it's
not at all difficult to envision the composer of

Manhattan Vignettes steeped in the ambiance of the old
Carnegie Tavern, filling the interim between the

morning ballet rehearsal and the matinee by copying
music amongst stacks of manuscripts and a half empty
glass of draught beer.

connectedness to it all.

There is a wonderful

CHAPTER 3

UBER'S COMPOSITIONAL STYLE
To fully appreciate Uber's musical style, it
is necessary to consider the purposes for which he

composes and the sources from which he draws his
ideas.

The majority of his works are intended for

young developing players as a means of furthering
physical skills and forming musical concepts.

His

special gift is his ability to design challenges at
all levels of difficulty which are original and, at

the same time,

firmly grounded in a musical

vocabulary common to the mainstream of contemporary

American culture.
That which he has found most attractive and

interesting in his particular musical environment
forms the matrix from which his style is derived.

In

this regard, he is more of an assimilator than an
innovator, absorbing into his music those elements of
style, both popular and classical, which he has

encountered as

a

working musician.

Uber's taste and attitude regarding musical
composition are decidedly conservative as revealed in
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the following quote from an article he wrote in 1980:
"My passion for 'well- tempered' dissonant clashes is
in direct proportion to my intense dislike of

athematic music set in rows thereby making it

difficult to play, sing or listen to. "10

His

commitment to writing music that is playable and
listenable is consistent with his "Gebrauchmusik"
approach of composing music to serve particular
purposes.

Uber's music is primarily intended for

student performances where the audience is diverse
and not necessarily musically sophisticated.

One of the most salient qualities of Uber's

style is what might be called his "American" sound.

Permeating his works are melodies, rhythms, and
harmonies that pertain to what H. Wiley Hitchcock
calls the "vernacular tradition" of American music.
In Hitchcock's terms, American vernacular music

includes spirituals and gospel hymnody, music of

popular lyric theater, concert band music and
ragtime.

This he distinguishes from the "cultured"

tradition which was self -consciously cultivated from
European models.11

Genres derived from the American

10David Uber, "Trio
for Trumpet, Horn and
Trombone," Woodwind World - Brass and Percussion 19,
No.

1

(Jan. -Feb.

11H.

1980),

8.

Wiley Hitchcock, Music in the United
States: A Historical Introduction.
(Englewood
Cliffs, N.J.:
Prentice -Hall, Inc., 1974), p. 96.
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vernacular include blues, jazz, and to an extent,
American film music.
Many of Uber's works, as indicated by their
titles, are based directly on these distinctly

American genres. Among these are Elegy and Blues for
trombone solo and brass choir, Ragtime for brass
quintet, and Jazz Piece for brass choir.

Several compositions use a familiar American

tune in a theme and variations format, usually with
some of the variations parodying a particular

vernacular idiom.

A Day at the Camptown Races, a

novelty piece for brass quintet is the best known of
this type.

Others include Battle Hymn of the

Republic and Streets of Laredo, both for brass
quintet, and De Kingdom Comin' for brass sextet.

Apart from these fully derived compositions
are others which make occasional references to jazz
or other traditional American styles.

"ragtime" tunes, for example,

Syncopated

are found in the third

movements of both the Sonatina, op. 181 and the
Sonata, op. ill.

The beginning of such a passage in

opus 111 is shown in figure

1.
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Sonata, op. 111,
mvt. III, meas. 40 -44.

Golden Leaves, an intermediate level solo
piece, uses typical dance band figures in its middle
section, as shown in figure

2.

V

Figure

2.

Golden Leaves,

meas. 60 -67.

An advanced level application of "swing"
style is seen in the solo trombone part of Litany,
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written for the virtuoso jazz trombonist, Jim Pugh,
and the Trenton State College Brass Choir.
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solo part,
measures 41 -52.

Litany,

3.

Elegy and Blues for trombone and piano,

another advanced level piece, is in a more
traditional jazz idiom.

Here,

a

"blues"

improvisatory style is effectively notated with
varied rhythm patterns and embellished with grace
notes and glissandi.

Figure

the three bars preceeding it.

near the end of the piece.

4

shows a cadenza and

The passage occurs

V
.
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4.

Elegy and Blues, solo part,
measures 126 -129.

Uber is first and foremost a melodist and his
predilection is for forms that are based on a clear
articulation of successive melodies.

Thus, most

pieces are in some type of sectional organization

with ternary and rondo being the most common.
Some of the best examples of Uber's melodic

inventiveness are found in his etudes, many of which
are worthy of performance as unaccompanied rhapsodies

and caprices.

Freed from harmonic and textural

considerations, Uber is at his most spontaneous in

regard to rhythm, phrasing, and intervallic content.
Phillip Jameson, Professor of Trombone at the

University of Georgia who, while studying at
Juilliard in the 1960's, occasionally worked jobs
with Uber, recalled a typical backstage scene which
gives insight into Uber's melodic fluency:
He never warmed -up with just conventional
scales and lip slurs, but would stand facing
into the wall, improvising the most
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beautifully expressive melodies, with a
gorgeous tone, and with never a note out of
Other musicians would often pause to
place.
When he started publishiTg his
listen.
advanced etudes, there they were.
Some of the etudes are like character pieces,

emulating certain familiar idioms.

Etude numbers 14

and 23 of Twenty -three Virtuoso Studies,

for example,

are "trombone rags" making extensive use of glissando

Etude number 18 from the same collection is

effects.
a

study in blues style, more original and expressive

than the one in Elegy and Blues.

In Thirty Etudes in

the Bass and Tenor Clefs, number 25 is reminiscent of

Nineteenth century French ballet music, and number 27
is a circus march.

In Uber's recital pieces, the lyrical

melodies are often cast in an arioso or soliloquy
style,

as if the soloist was giving a dramatic

Such a melody dominates the opening

recitation.

section of Evensong shown below in figure

5.

Here

the material is structured in phrase groups of

irregular lengths with frequent changes in dynamics
and tempo.

Sometimes, as in the opening measures of

Evensong, short phrases will be exchanged between

soloist and pianist in the manner of a dialogue.

12Personal interview with Phillip Jameson,
8

March 1987.
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AP-

Evensong, measures

1 -4.

Ballad style melodies that are more self -

contained and formalized may be juxtaposed with ones
in a more arioso style to provide contrast and

moments of repose or reflection.

The middle section

of the second movement of Sonata,

op.

this way.

111 operates in

Another example, this one from Panorama,

is shown in figure 6 below.

This type of melody

shows economy of design with triadic motives,

recurring elements, and sequential extensions.

The

phrasing is typically in balanced four measure units.
These kinds of melodies typically have a sentimental,

nostalgic quality, reminiscent of the melodic style
of popular songs of the 1930's 40's and 50's.
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espressivo

Figure

Panorama, measures 90 -97.

6.

Rhythm in Uber's solo pieces is rarely
complicated.

The beat and meter, once established,

tend to remain constant within a given section.
Cross rhythms or irregular meters virtually never
occur.

In the lyrical melodies,

most of the variety

occurs at the subdivisional level.

Figure

7,

from

Panorama is representative for its written -out
ornamental figures with beat divisions of two, three,
four,

five, and six in close proximity.

a tempo P
it_

Cadenza
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ALI-

a tempo, accel.

Figure

7.

Panorama, trombone part
measures 173 to end.

5
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Fast tempo melodies are often rhythmic and
The second movement

have syncopated jazz elements.

of The Ballad of Enob Mort is representative with its

sequential design, movement primarily in even note
values, short repeating patterns, and off -beat
The opening trombone statement is shown in

accents.

figure

8.
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The Ballad of Enob Mort, mvt. II,
trombone part, measures 23 -36.

The basis of Uber's harmonic style is

essentially the vocabulary of the jazz and commercial
composers of the 1940's and 50's, the decades of

Uber's journeyman years.

Though he has never strayed

far from his early models, his basic vocabulary has

been enriched and broadened by his experience as a
leading trombonist in New York City playing ballet,
opera, theater, movie soundtracks, etc.

His is a

conservatively dissonant twentieth century harmonic
language, predominantly tertian with an abundance of
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non -resolving sevenths, ninths, and elevenths and

other coloristic additives.

Diminished sevenths and
A

augmented chords are also used quite freely.

favorite device for achieving those "well- tempered

dissonant clashes" is through simultaneous cross relations such as the B- naturals and B -flats in

measure

6

of Summer Nocturne shown in figure

9

below,

or the major/minor E7 in the second measure of

Evensong shown in figure

5

on page 29.

P

.fa

Figure

9.

fa

Summer Nocturne, measures

4

-6.

His voicing and manner of connecting chords

also show the influence of jazz and commercial styles

which emphasize root progression over melodic voice
leading.

In his piano writing, Uber will sometimes

employ the "comping" style of the jazz pianist, with
chordal harmonies moving in blocks and often in a

parallel or oblique manner.

This is exemplified in
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the preceding figure

from

and in figure 10 below,

9

Evensong.
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T
Evensong, measures 36 -40.

This is but one of several ways in which Uber

typically articulates the harmony.

Often he will

underlay his lyrical melodies in a more freely
rhapsodic way, with continuously changing patterns,

which sometimes support the melody by momentarily

doubling or paralleling it, or by providing brief
counterpoints.

Usually solo and accompanimental layers are
kept out of each other's way by alternating points of

melodic activity.

When the alternating material
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consists of short motives, as is often the case, this

procedure produces

a

dialogue effect not dissimilar

to the motivic exchanges found in the late

Renaissance Venetian polychoral writing of which Uber
has a more than passing interest.

Such textures are

commonly found in the accompanied solo works, an
example of which is shown in figure 11.
E
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The Ballad of Enob Mort,
mvt. I, measures 41 -44.

Extensive use of dialogue and echo effects
are found, as one would expect, in Uber's numerous

antiphonal pieces such as Chorale Moderne for two low
brass choirs.
figure 12.

The first four measures are shown in
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Chorale Moderne, measures

1

-5.

A dominating textural procedure in his brass

ensemble pieces is the use of tightly interlocking

rhythmic patterns.

These patterns, along with

dialogue and pyramidal effects are Uber's primary

resources for achieving textural contrast in large
ensemble pieces.

True counterpoint is rarely

encountered for more than brief moments.

Interlocking rhythms and dialogue are the

mainstay of his duet writing as well.

The example

shown in figure 13 shows the first lines of "Shooting
Stars" from Twelve Duets where these effects form the

main idea of the piece.
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Poco allegretto (J= 92)

Figure 13.

Twelve Duets for Two Trombones,
no. 3, measures 1 -10.

"Moonlit Canyon" from the same collection,
shows a more purely contrapuntal texture.

The

opening measures shown in figure 14 show Uber

consistently avoiding rhythmic unisons between the
two voices.

When rhythmic unisons do occur, they are

-- ----.-s si- ».-

brief and the melodic motion is always contrary.
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Twelve Duets for Two Trombones,
no. 2, measures 1 -10.
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The preceding section has examined general

aspects of Uber's compositional style.

Chapters four

and five will offer further insights as specific

pieces and categories of pieces are discussed and

analyzed in greater detail.

CHAPTER

4

DAVID UBER'S CONTRIBUTION
TO THE TROMBONE STUDIO REPERTOIRE:

AN OVERVIEW
The trombonist's studio repertoire is largely

a

teaching repertoire consisting of an ever growing and
evolving selection of etudes, recital pieces, chamber
music, excerpted parts from the standard orchestral

repertoire, and materials for developing jazz style and

improvising skills.

Except for a handful of works from

the Renaissance and a few from the Baroque, this

repertoire is of relatively recent origin.
Solo trombone music is of interest primarily
to trombonists.

There have, however, been three

periods in the last 150 years when the trombone as a
solo instrument enjoyed a more widespread popularity

among the general public.

The first was in the early

nineteenth century when virtuosity for its own sake was
in vogue.

This movement was largely centered around a

small group of players from regions around Germany and

was led by Friedrich Antoine Belcke, considered by many
to be the greatest trombone player of the nineteenth
39
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century.13

Another time was the era of the American

concert band virtuosi which began in the late
nineteenth century and extended into the early
twentieth century.

Arthur Pryor, who was Sousa's solo

trombonist for years before starting his own band, was
the most distinguished of this group.

The most recent

period was the 1940's and 50's, the "big band" era of
jazz, when players like Tommy Dorsey and Glenn Miller

made the sound of the trombone as common as the sound
of the electric guitar is today.

Of the few surviving works from the early

nineteenth century, the most important is the
Concertino of Ferdinand David.

This piece is virtually

always found on the required lists of European
orchestral auditions and competitions.

The solos from

the Pryor era, though musically rather one -dimensional,

have been kept alive by American military bands which

routinely program them.

They are also popular with

players from high school age on up to the professional
level, the difference being reflected in the speed at

which the variations and technical passages are played.
Jazz, though no longer enjoying the commercial success
it once had, has grown in sophistication and has

13Maurice W. Riley,
"A Tentative Bibliography
of Early Wind Instrument Tutors," The Journal of
Research in Music Education 1 (1958), 23.
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evolved in many directions, with the trombone still

holding a place of supreme importance.
The greatest boost to the development of the

trombone literature came not from the public arena, but
from the Paris Conservatory when the first trombone

class got underway in the early 1830's with Felix

Vobaron serving as teacher.

Soon after,

in 1836,

Antoine Guillaume Dieppo, a leading virtuoso, became
the first officially appointed professor of trombone.14

This was the beginning of the modern school of trombone
playing as we know it today.
The curriculum followed that of the other,

established studios and included the annual "Concours
de Prix," a competitive performance examination for

members of the graduating class and for which a solo
piece would be written each year by a member of the
faculty.

The first trombone piece, written in 1842,

began a continuing tradition which formed the
foundation of the trombone recital repertoire.
Both Dieppo and Belcke published pedogogical

works for the trombone around 1840.

Maurice Riley, in

his study of early wind instrument tutors referred to

Belcke's 12 Exercizi per Trombone Basso, op. 18 as
being:

14Jeffrey Lemke, "French Tenor Trombone Solo
Literature and Pedagogy Since 1936," Diss. University
of Arizona, 1983, p. 11.
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among the first to point the way to modern
trombone playing and which laid the groundwork
for subsequent methods that are expressly for
the instrument, thus making it unnecessary for
the trombone teacher to use miterial for the
trumpet or other instruments.
Paul Delisse,

Dieppo's successor at the

conservatory was the first to transcribe for the
trombone, works by great composers, both in the form of

solo pieces and for multiple trombones.16

Collectively, these various genre comprise what
is the basic repertoire of the trombone teaching

studio:

pedagogical works which include methods and

etudes, and recital pieces, both original and

transcribed.
brass,

To these can be added chamber music for

with roots going back to the Renaissance and

perhaps earlier.
The mastery of this body of literature is the

primary focal point of the trombonist's training
process and it is to this literature that David Uber
has made a significant contribution.

With the

exception of transcriptions, he regularly expands the
choices in all of the above named categories.

15

Riley, p. 22
16Karl G. Hinterbichler, "Evolution of the Role
of the Solo Trombone in the Nineteenth - Century and
Twentieth- Century," Diss. North Texas State University
1974, p. 14.
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Pedagogy
In his pedagogical works, Uber has written

material for players at every level of development from
beginner to virtuoso and all exhibit Uber's
characteristic compositional approach.

The melodies

are generally imaginative and interesting and they are
all edited thoroughly with dynamics and expressive

indications.

The technical challenges that a given

etude or exercise targets are typically couched in a

musical setting which is appropriate to the player's
level of advancement.

The possibility of immediate

recognition of rightness or error is present to a
greater than ordinary degree because Uber draws his
musical imagery from such familiar and common sources.
The largest single work in this category is the

four part Method for Trombone published in 1967
IA and IB), 1968

(vol.

IIA),

(vol.

and 1969 (vol. IIB).

Stan

George, in his study of trombone methods, gave it a

high recommendation and called it "a well organized,
well planned, comprehensive method. "17
The first three parts, volumes IA, IB, and IIA
are in lesson book format, offering a more or less

balanced diet of developmental, technical, and

17Stanley P. George, "An Annotated Bibliography
Diss.
of Trombone Methods and Study Materials,"
University of Northern Colorado, 1982, p. 74.
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interpretive exercises for each lesson unit.

The

lessons in volumes IA and IB average from twenty -five
to thirty lines and tend to get progressively longer.

Each lesson beyond the first few uses a variety of
keys, meters, and articulation styles and includes

several little character pieces which illustrate Uber's
gift for writing attractive tunes with the minimum of

musical resources.

Volume IIA is at the intermediate level and
Each of the lessons

introduces tenor and alto clefs.

in the first three parts contain duets and trios which

would be particularly useful in

a

class situation.

The

lesson book format is discontinued in volume IIB which

consists of ninety progressive etudes in bass, tenor,
and alto clefs.

A notable feature of Uber's method is that it
is entirely original and without the expected and

familiar method book tunes.

A high degree of musical

integrity is maintained throughout with even the scale
and long tone studies organized into regular phrases
and having musical logic.

Explanatory material is concise and non obtrusive with new items listed at the beginning of
each lesson.

The front material is repeated in each of

the three volumes and includes a list of musical terms,
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a

position chart, and

a

description of the overtone

series.

The method was originally intended to be part
of a coordinated set of methods for all brasses.

Apparently the project has been abandoned as the
trombone method is the only one currently available.
Such a set would be ideal for a college level brass
methods course and it is hoped that interest in

completing the project will someday be renewed.
The method would probably be in much wider use

were it not for its somewhat prohibitive cost;

Robert

King's 1986 -87 catalog lists it for a total price of
$46 for the set of four books.18

It should be noted,

that the Southern Music editions are sturdily

however,

bound and printed with clear and uncluttered type.
A book of supplementary material for the

younger player is Beginning and Early Studies for
Trombone.

This is a recent work, published in 1986.

For those who might be put off by the lack of

known tunes and airs in the method, Uber has compiled A
Choice Collection of Songs, an anthology of 140

melodies from many diverse sources.

Most of these

involve range, key, and rhythm difficulties at the

intermediate level.

This collection is exceptional for

the high quality of the material and the great variety
18The 1983 -84 Brass Players Guide, (North
Robert King Music Sales, Inc.) p. 33.
Easton, Mass.:
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of styles and types that are represented which include

nursery tunes, folk songs, hymns, spirituals, and
themes from classical music.

It is useable at any

level and is an excellent tool for working on tone
quality,

intonation, phrasing, style, and for just

enjoying the pleasures of singing and embellishing
simple songs on the instrument.

With the recent publication of First Studies in
Alto Clef, Uber has completed a comprehensive series of
five books of clef studies covering both tenor and alto

clefs and ranging from introductory to advanced levels.
In each of these, Uber addresses the designated problem

with simple and practical learning strategies.
In Learning the Tenor Clef, a progressive

interval approach is used.

The first eleven studies

move stepwise and are in keys of two, three, and four
flats, with occasional note names given as reference

points.

The remaining studies progress to movement

predominantly by thirds and then by larger intervals
which are systematically expanded through sevenths.
There are a total of thirty -two in all.
For the more advanced player, Uber has written

two sets of studies:

Thirty Etudes in the Bass and

Tenor Clefs (in two books) and Twenty -one Etudes in the
Bass and Alto Clefs.

presented twice:

In both sets, each etude is

first in bass clef, and then in tenor
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or alto clef on the overleaf.

This allows the student

to gain some degree of aural and physical familiarity

before proceeding to the unfamiliar clef.

incorporate

a

These etudes

great variety of musical styles and scale

They are interesting melodically and challenge

types.

the student with upper register passages, sudden skips,

pedal tones, irregular phrasing, and glissandi effects.

Figure 15 exemplifies Uber's ability to couch a rather
easy going and graceful melodic idea in a passage of

considerable technical difficulty.

In this case,

it is

the challenge of moving from the lower to the upper

register in one breath unit in a smooth, effortless
manner that is consistent with the character of the
passage.

Other traits seen often in Uber's etudes are

.7r.

extended passages moving by thirds, mode changes, and

periodic phrase structure.
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The Twenty -three Virtuoso Clef Studies are of

maximum difficulty and, at the same time, are stylish
and interesting character pieces.

Tricky rhythms, wide

leaps, unusual modulations, chromaticism, and frequent

clef changes along with an abundant use of grace notes
and glissandi are combined to produce a perpetual

stream of reading problems, the solving of which yield

musical results that are satisfying and unique.

In a

review of Twenty -three Virtuoso Clef Studies, William

Richardson of the University of Wisconsin called them
"excellent study material" and praised Uber's

references to known styles:

Using clever imitation techniques, Uber pays
tribute to Gershwin and Shostakovich. The
elements of the blues, ragtime, and modern
mixed meter idioms are presented within the
framework of rapidly shting tonal centers and
frequent clef changes."
Figure 16 shows typical reading challenges

offered up by Uber's devious use of surprise clef
changes.

Reading problems are further exacerbated by

the overcrowded typesetting typically found in music

published by the Robert King Company.

19William Richardson, rev. of Twenty -three
Virtuoso Clef Studies, by David Uber, The
Instrumentalist, (January, 1984), p. 51
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Twenty -Three Virtuoso Clef Studies,
no. 17, measures 35 -49.

Intonation Studies for Trombone addresses one of
trombonists' most pervasive problems.

Here, Uber

has designed twenty etudes which are edited with many

alternate positions.

The student is advised to play

through the etude slowly using regular (shorter)

positions which will theoretically be more tonally
secure.

The student should then use the edited

positions having established an aural basis for solving
the inevitable tuning problems.

Repetitions of short

segments, alternating between regular and alternate

positions are often helpful in some of the more
chromatic or intervalically difficult passages.
Sometimes this technique is built into the etude as
shown in figure 17.
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Intonation Studies, no.
measures 21 -26.

1,

The gain from this process is the development
of a heightened awareness of linear pitch relationships

which is the first step on the path to better
intonation.

The player really becomes his own model as

he attempts to match pitch with himself.

Once learned,

the basic strategy can easily be applied to virtually

any musical passage.

An important by- product of these

studies is the improvement of slide technique through

gaining greater control of the alternate positions.
The etudes are at an advanced level of
difficulty, frequently touching on [b- flatl]and [c2]
and moving back and forth between tenor and bass clefs.

Apart from the emphasis on alternate positions and
tuning, they are interesting and challenging etudes in
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their own right.

They show Uber's skill for inventing

melodies having an unmistakable ring of familiarity,
sometimes even bordering on cliché, and yet, at the
same time,
no.

5,

full of unexpected twists and turns.

for example,

Etude

is a two page fantasy based on the

rather generic fanfare idea shown in figure 18.
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Intonation Studies,
no. 5, measures 1 -5.

For the bass trombonist,

the Twenty -five Early

Studies for Bass Tuba is an excellent intermediate
level book.

These studies follow in the Uber tradition

of being both technical study pieces and musical

compositions.

Each has

a

well defined character and a

clear formal logic.
A more advanced book for the bass trombone is
the Thirty Etudes which is an arrangement by Donald

Knaub of the Thirty Etudes for Bass and Tenor Clefs.

Though more technically difficult than the Early
Studies, this book does not involve as much of the

register below the bass staff.

It does include edited

indications for valve use, however, and would also
serve well for the tenor player wishing to work on
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F- attachment technique.

The most recent addition is

Concert Etudes for Bass Trombone.

This advanced level

set was published in 1986.

Completing the list of Uber's pedagogical works
is the Warm -up Procedures which has been published in

editions for trumpet and tuba as well as trombone and
euphonium.

The strength of this small volume is that

it is practical and well -designed to include a balance

of long tone, lip slur, and scale exercises.

It is

ideal for the student who needs a structured warm -up
and developmental routine.

It is also a good reference

source for lip slur and scale patterns.

In the

prefatory remarks, Uber offers practical, sensible
guidance and calls for flexibility and self -awareness
on the part of the player regarding the duration of the

warm -up phase of practice:
Obviously, some players will require a longer
warm -up than others.
Certain factors come into
focus such as how many hours the brass
instrument was played the preceding day, how
many days may have passed without any playing
whatsoever, or a consideration of what type of
playing the instrumentalist was subjected to
the day before, such as loud, strenuous
performaHe in extreme registers with little or
no rest.

20David Uber, Warm -up Procedures,
Charles Colin), p. 2.

(New York:
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Solo Works
To date, Uber has composed twenty -four works

which feature the trombone as a solo instrument.

Five

of these were conceived for other brass instruments but

are either directly transferable to the trombone or
Of these

have been adapted for the trombone by Uber.

twenty -four works, eighteen are for trombone and piano,
one is for trombone and percussion,

four are for

trombone and brass choir, and one is for unaccompanied
trombone.

Elegy and Blues for trombone and brass choir

is also available in a version for trombone and piano,

and a band scoring is available for Panorama.
Five works with piano accompaniment are

designed for the intermediate level player.

These are

Mississippi Legend, Autumn Sketches, Golden Leaves,
Prelude and Scherzo, and Romance.
is in a legato,

Mississippi Legend

lyrical style throughout, as is

Romance, which is the more advanced of the two.

Mississippi Legend requires quite

a lot of

endurance

for a developing player as there are no rest places

except for five bars before the middle section.

Both

Autumn Sketches and Golden Leaves begin and end
lyrically and have more technically active middle
sections.

Prelude and Scherzo is an energetic little

piece which is particularly helpful for working on
slide technique.
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Advanced level works for trombone and piano
represent a wide variety of forms and styles.

The

single movement works include Panorama, Evensong,

Pantomine for bass trombone (originally composed for
tuba), A Delaware Rhapsody, Summer Nocturne,

and Skydream.

Espagnole,

Except for Skydream, which is an

impressionistic "song without words" and is in one
unified style, these works are sectional in form with
frequent changes of tempo and character.
Evensong,

one of the best of these,

is not

technically difficult but calls for great tempo and
dynamic flexibility and a continuous and intense
interpretive involvement.

The work is densely but

thoughtfully edited as shown in the excerpt from the
solo part in figure 19.
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Evensong, solo part, measures 14 -21
(4/4, Andante con moto).

The piece is in an A -B -A form with a middle

syncopated "scherzando" section which could conceivably
be played in a swing style, though Uber gives no
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specific instruction to do so.

Even if the eighth -

notes are kept equal, this section does seem to require
the characteristic long eighths and separated quarters.

There is even a moment of "double- time" feel in this
section, furthering the case for swing phrasing.

Evensong is one of the finest examples of the

conservatively modern lyricism which Uber

chromatic,

There are precious few

applies in his solo works.

works in the repertoire at this moderate level of

difficulty that demand such expressivness and style
awareness of the player.

If played "straight," and

unexpressively, the work would sound unbearably dull.
The multi- movement works also represent a

variety of forms and types.
for horn)

Four Sketches (originally

and Three Musical Portraits are sets of

character pieces.
descriptive titles:

Four Sketches is programmatic with
"The Mountain and the River,"

"Ghost Train," "The Valley," and "The Hunt."

Any

movement of these two works could be used alone
effectively.
The Ballad of Enob Mort is in two movements and
is a musical impression of a psuedo- mythical American

folk hero whose name just happens to be "trombone" in

retrograde.

The first movement is based on a

plaintive, folk -like legato melody.

The contrasting

second movement is a fast allegro dominated by a

disjunct melody moving predominantly by fourths,

a

part
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of which is shown,

along with its quartal harmonic

accompaniment, in figure 20.
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Figure 20.

The Ballad of Enob Mort, mvt. II,
measures 21 -31.

Three works are three -movement sonatas, though
only one, the Sonatina, op. 181, was originally

conceived for trombone.

Sonata, op. 34 was written for

trumpet but has an alternate part for trombone or
euphonium.

Like Sonata, op. 111,

originally for

euphonium, the Sonata, op. 34 was clearly written with

valve technique in mind.

Further,

the idiomatic

trumpeting themes of the first and third movements of
opus 34, the double and triple tonguing passages, and
the occasional thirty- second note runs shown in figure
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21 below, would require a trombonist with effortless

fluency to bring off a convincing performance. Both the

I_

Sonata, op. 111 and the Sonatina, op.

subjects of

a

181 will be the

more detailed discussion in chapter five.
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Sonata, op.

34, trombone part,

measures 84 -98.
Four works are for trombone solo and brass
choir.

Three of these include a drum set and were

written for prominent jazz trombonists in guest
appearances with Uber's brass choir at Trenton State
College.

These are Elegy and Blues, written in 1979

for Wayne Andre, Litany, written in 1980 for Jim Pugh,

and Twelve Bars Revisited written in 1983 for George
Masso.

Each of these reflects, in some way, the style

and virtuosity of the soloist.

Twelve Bars Revisited

is basically a setting for blues improvisation.

It

includes three sections of "ad -lib" solo with only
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chord changes in the solo part and one section of free

improvisation with the set -drummer.
Elegy and Blues and Litany are fully written
out except for a section in Litany where the trombonist
and drummer improvise freely.

Both of these works

demand a high level of virtuosity, a strong high range,
and an understanding of jazz style.
The remaining work in the solo with brass

category is Capriccio.

This is a transcription of a

piece originally for horn and strings.
Two other works complete the solo pieces for

trombone.

Tropicale is accompanied by one

percussionist playing tom -toms and marimba and is in a
light Latin style with syncopated rhythms.

Springfall

is an unaccompanied solo originally written for horn.

Duets
Duets have traditionally been an important part
of the trombone teaching repertoire.

Among the many

benefits they offer the student are the opportunity to
interact musically with the teacher, and a convenient

means of encountering ensemble problems in the private
lesson.

They are also well suited for studio class

performances and other informal situations.
Uber's five sets of trombone duets rank along

with those of Blazhevich as some of the best original
duet material available.

They are, in fact, etudes for
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two players, presenting a variety of technical and

musical problems.

As with his etudes, he has written

duets for every level of development.
For the younger player, Twentieth Century
Duets,

in two volumes, covers a great variety of styles

and includes some arrangements of familiar tunes.

The

first book contains thirty -five duets from the

beginning to intermediate level, and the second book
contains fifteen, all intermediate.
Ten Concert Duets, written in 1953 are

contrasting character pieces with descriptive, lighthearted titles.

Uber achieves textural variety with

skillful two -part writing, and the use of dissonance is

effective and conservative.

They are in bass clef

throughout and of moderate difficulty with the range
never exeeding [c2].

The two voices, which are more or

less equal, frequently cross and exchange melodic

material allowing the players to take turns being the
leader.

A considerable evolution in Uber's style is

reflected in Twelve Duets published in 1975.

These

are difficult pieces moving freely among bass, tenor,

and alto clefs in both parts.

The players must have a

secure sense of time and be able to contend with

frequent mixed meters and difficult keys and intervals.
The musical ideas are among Uber's most original and
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eccentric,

incorporating a much more dissonant harmonic

vocabulary than that of the Ten Concert Duets.

Like

the earlier set, these are character pieces bearing

descriptive titles.

Figure 22 below shows an excerpt

from "Ventures" where the asymetrical meter,
intervals, accidentals,

irregular

clef changes, and sudden

dynamic changes produce interesting problems for the
players.
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Twelve Duets,
no. 9,
"Ventures," measures 16 -25.

With Three Duets for Two Trombones, written in
1984, Uber returns to a less complex style both

harmonically and rhythmically.

At the same time, these

works are technically challenging with plenty of rapid
and difficult passage -work.

All three are

characterized by a fluid melodic development.

The bass

clef is used exclusively in both parts with the second
part staying generally in or near the staff.

The
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spacing and register of the voices are skillfully

handled to produce a richly sonorous texture.
The ten Petite Duos for Tenor and Bass Trombone

follow in the same stylistic vein as Three Duets.

The

lower part gives the trigger range between [F] and [C]
a

good workout and only occasionally touches on the

pedal register.

It is,

therefore, entirely practical

for use with a large -bore tenor trombone with
F- attachment.

Trios
To date, Uber has written six sets of trombone
trios.

Included among them is his earliest currently

available published work, Modern Trios, subtitled
"Manhattan Vignettes."

The stated purpose of the set

is "to develop within the trombone section accuracy of

intonation and

a

pure blending of tone. "21

These seven

short pieces with fanciful titles reflect Uber's early

interest in tonal, dissonant harmony.

The chordal

style produces a rich but unvarying texture.

The

tessitura stays high enough in the first part that,
even though the movements are relatively short, a

straight read through would be quite taxing for the
lead player.

21David Uber, "Introductory remarks,"
Trios, op. 1, Edition Musicus, 1946

Modern
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The three sets of trios were published in 1971:
Five Concert Trios, Contemporary Trios, and Three

Stylistically, they are close enough to

Chorales.

Modern Trios to suggest a much earlier date of
The contrapuntal sophistication of the

composition.

Twelve Duets written in 1975 is not present in these
works which, like Modern Trios, tend toward

monochromatic textures, though with a little more
independence of line.

The harmonies are relentlessly

rich and for that reason, work best in small doses.
This is illustrated in the brief piece shown in figure
23 which is admittedly an extreme example.
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Contemporary Trios,
no. 3, "Track Meet."

More stylistically varied is Seven Dance Forms,

written in 1981.

These moderately difficult short
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movements are attractive and interesting enough to work
well both in the studio and in performance.
For younger players, Carnival is a challenging
and exciting little piece.

along

In 2/4 meter,

it moves

"in 1" and gives each player a degree of

independence through an effective use of the "pyramid"

technique where chord tones or short motives are
stacked up in successive entries from lowest to
highest.

Quartets
Uber has written two works for the trombone
Three Miniatures was actually written for

quartet.

three trombones and tuba but will also work with four

trombones if

a

good bass trombonist is available for

the bottom part.

Tarantella was composed for

publication in the special November, 1985 issue of The
Instrumentalist which featured the trombone.

It is a

brief and lively student piece, full of dynamic
contrast and with interesting parts for each player.
Trombone Choir Works
The large brass ensemble is a medium for which

Uber composes with an exceptional flair and spirit of
adventure.

The Trenton State College Brass and

Percussion Choir, which Uber founded in 1959, provides
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an ever -ready laboratory and showcase,

and has been the

impetus for most of these types of works.
Of particular significance are the multiple choir, antiphonal works.

To date, Uber has composed

twelve of these, including two for three choirs of
brasses and one of voices, and two for two choirs of
trombones.

His interest in antiphonal brass music is

long standing and was the subject of his doctoral

dissertation.

In a 1963 article in The

Instrumentalist, he enumerated some of the educational

benefits:
Here is a golden opportunity to
sense of musicianship, accurate
clean attacks and releases, and
conception of balance.
From my
experience, there is no greater
aesthetic satisfaction than t2
antiphonal brass choir music.

develop a keen
intonation,
a good
own personal
musical or
playing of

The two antiphonal works for trombone choirs
are Chorale Moderne and Concertante Antiphonale.

Chorale Moderne was composed in 1961 and is the
earliest antiphonal work in Uber's catalog.

It is a

brief work in ternary form and is just under three

minutes in length.

In the first section, phrases

alternate between the two choirs in an echo -like
manner.

The middle section, with its seventh chord

harmonies, contrasts with the triadic opening material.

22David Uber, "Antiphonal Music for Brass
Choirs," The Instrumentalist, April 1963, p. 71.
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In the closing section, the original material returns

with the choirs merging in the coda.
Concert Antiphonale

(1973)

shows a more

advanced antiphonal technique with its more varied
It begins with the two choirs alternating

textures.

statements of the material with the interaction and
integration increasing in complexity as the piece
progresses.

The piece is multi -sectional, making some

use of the asymetrical 7/8 meter and ending with a

clever Shostakovich -like march with wide and dissonant
melodic skips.

It is representative of his mature

brass choir writing, exploiting idiomatic techniques
such as contrasting dynamics and articulations,

glissandi, and pyramid effects.
The six other trombone choir works in Uber's

current catalog are all single choir works.
Trombones is

a

Octet for

novelty show piece written in 1969.

four short movements are aptly titled:

"Ingenue," "Clowns," and "Late Show."

Its

"Burlesque,"
The song -like

"Ingenue" is preceded and followed by the humorously

glissando -laden "Burlesque" and "Clowns" of which the
latter also features effective bell -tone or pyramiding
effects.

In "Late Show," tutti jazz riffs alternate

with solo or soli fragments.
A composition titled The Trombone Choir was

composed in 1970 and is described by Uber as "a
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demonstration series for trombone choir. "23

This work

was not available for examination.

Music for Trombone Choir and Five Pieces for
Twelve Trombones are in a more serious vein.

The first

is in four movements with many contrasting inner

sections.

Five Pieces is a difficult work based on

rhythmically asymetrical melodic fragments which are
passed around among the voices.

This work was composed

for "The Dirty Dozen," an ensemble of college trombone

teachers which convened annually for several years at
the International Trombone Workshop, in Nashville,

Tennessee.
Legerdemain, completed in 1984,

is for eight -

part trombone choir augmented with a percussion

ensemble of timpani, xylophone,
cymbals.

snare drum, and

Uber again uses the procedure of freely

passing motives and fragments among the voices and
creates an effective and engaging mosaic -like quality.
A brief example of this "sleight -of- hand" technique is

shown in figure 24 which is from the fourth movement:

23From David Uber's handwritten list of
compositions.
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Legerdemain, movement
measures 37 -47

4,

Perspectives, a three movement work with a
jazzy, commercial flavor, was written in 1982.

Repeated note rhythmic figures and bell -tones are used
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to good effect to create exciting and colorful

textures.
While none of Uber's trombone choir pieces are

published at this time, all can be obtained easily in
holograph editions directly from David Uber at Trenton
State College.

CHAPTER

5

DESCRIPTIVE AND PERFORMANCE ANALYSES OF
THREE RECITAL PIECES FOR TROMBONE AND PIANO
The following analyses offer a detailed

examination of Uber's compositional style and indicate
some specific pedagogical applications.

The three

works are presented not in chronological order of
composition, but rather in order of difficulty, from
the easiest to the most advanced.
A Delaware Rhapsody
A Delaware Rhapsody is an attractive and

musically varied work written for the high school and
young college trombonist.

The mood of the piece is

established by the lyrical and expressive theme which
opens the work and which will return twice, alternating

with new and more active material.

There are six

sections, well defined by changes of tempo and key.

The form is actually that of a rondo, differing from
the classical seven -part type by the absence of a

thematic return between the second and third episodes.
A schematic of the form follows:
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{THEME

'Episode

1

13

Figure 25.

ITHEME
25

'Episode 2jEpisode
62
34

3

'THEME
103

Structural schematic of
Delaware Rhapsody.

As in many of Uber's works, A Delaware Rhapsody
is colored with a distinctly "American" sound,

achieved

in this case, by the quality and type of melodies and

harmonic materials rather than by the use of jazz
rhythms or other directly recognizable idioms.

This

"nationalistic" aspect links the piece generically with
the rhapsodies of the late nineteenth century such as

those of Dvorak and Liszt.

It is not explicitly

programmatic or pictorial yet the reflective theme and
the various moods of the episodes could easily evoke in

the listener images and impressions of the varied

environs and lore of the Delaware Valley.

While the most obvious element of unity is the

recurring theme, another is the "short- short -long"
rhythmic motive which underlies the theme itself and is

prominent in most of the episodic material.

In the

third episode, beginning at measure 62, this motive is

used conspicuously in the piano, climaxing with a final
statement in augmentation just before the final return
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of the theme.

Figures 26 and 27 show the original and

augmented versions of the motive respectively.

Andante molto espressivo .

=

c. 80

Ansante molto%.. espressivo

=

c. 80

Solo

(Tbn./ Bar.
Tuba 8vb.

)

(3+2)

Piano

"IJ

:i

Figure 26.
A Delaware Rhapsody, measures 1 -2.
"short- short -long" motive, original version.

n

radante molto

.c.80

express.

3

.

m

Andante molto express.

/7,

ff

80

n

(3 +2)

P

Figure 27.
A Delaware Rhapsody, measures 101 -103.
"short- short -long" motive in augmentation.
In both the second and third episodes,

it is

incorporated in the trombone line in diminution and
also makes an appearance in the cadenza which concludes
the first episode.

These three examples are shown in

figures 28, 29, and 30.
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f

accel.

A Delaware Rhapsody,
trombone part, measures 41 -45.

Figure 28.

A
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A Delaware Rhapsody,
trombone part, measures 70 -74.

Figure 29.
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"111,

:At

accel. poco a poco

Figure 30. A Delaware Rhapsody, measures 21 to
beginning of measure 24 (cadenza).
The theme is constructed from the simplest of
means:

a

descending major triad on the tonic A -flat.

Beginning on the third, it passes through the root and
pauses on the fifth.

In the first presentation,

from

73
measure

5

this melodic cell is

to 12 in the trombone,

extended into a pair of complimentary four -bar phrases
by means of repetition in measures

inversion in measures

7

6,

and 10; by

9,

and 8; and by modulation and

Two elements color

repetition in measures 11 and 12.

the theme and lift it above its common genesis, they
are the 5/4 meter and the chromatically raised fifth

which begins the four -note link between repetitions of
The entire first theme statement is

the triadic cell.

shown in figure 31.
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A Delaware Rhapsody, trombone part,

measures

1 -12.

Each of the subsequent returns of the theme
will begin with the A -flat triadic cell but will then
take a course of its own.

9

In the first return,

beginning at measure 25, it moves to the subdominant
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key of D -flat by the third bar (measure 27), then

crescendos and accelerates to a climax in the sixth bar
(measure 30) before the piano brings the section

quietly to

a

full cadence on D -flat.

In the final statement, beginning on measure
103, the melody spins off on a free variation much in

The piece concludes after

the style of jazz balladry.

one last recall of the triadic cell in the piano.

The accompanimental settings of each of the

theme statements vary considerably, with the first and
second ones having enough melodic interest to suggest

descant -like second line.

a

The phrase peaks of the

piano's top voice in measures

5

through 12 are

carefully designed to anticipate or echo those of the
trombone,

producing a quasi- imitative texture.

In the

second statement, the accompaniment is actually a

variation of the first, with running eighth notes
activating the rhythm.

At times the piano moves in

contrary motion to the trombone line and at other
times, reinforces it with octave doubling.

Contrasting material of

a

more technical nature

is presented in the three episodes where the movement

of the trombone is predominantly by sixteenth notes.

The melodic lines are more of the nature of "passage
work" than themes, and sections are delineated more by
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tempo, dynamics, and the character of articulation

rather than by distinctive tunes.
The first episode flows directly out of the

theme with an increase in tempo at measure 13.
conveys

a

It

sense of forward direction as opposed to the

"roller- coaster" like motion of the theme.

The

directional momentum is heightened by the gradual
overall build -up in dynamic intensity which culminates
at the trombone cadenza in measure 24 which then sets

up the return of the theme at measure 25.

The second episode which begins at measure 34

moves in a march -like duple meter and is the liveliest
section of the piece.

The trombone line at measure 42

bears a relationship to the theme not only in the

previously mentioned use of the "short- short -long"
rhythmic motive, but also in its triadic emphasis and
by the presence of the chromatically raised fifth (see

figure 28, page 72).
A brief transitional passage leads to the next

episode section which begins at measure 62.
slows to the original pulse of J

The tempo

= 80 as the piano

begins working the "short- short -long" rhythm in one

measure units that repeat an octave higher, producing
kind of "call- and -response" effect.
the motive

nJ

At the same time,

as it appears in measures 62 and

following, evolves into two variants:

1711

in measures

a

76
76 and followin g,

and 7

PJ

in measures 81 and 82.

This process is interrupted briefly in measures 70 -73
as the piano breaks into a ragtime "oom -pah" bass

figure to usher in the trombone.

The trombone and

piano continue along together, but more or less
independently, until measure 87, where a climactic

build -up section begins which culminates in a

declamation of the rhythmic motive in augmentation and
the concluding return of the theme.

The piece is harmonized in a mildly dissonant

modern style with triads and seventh and ninth chords
predominating, and with occasional fourth chords and
other intervallic combinations moving along by

traditional root progressions.

Voicings and positions

of chords are determined more for the resultant

sonority rather than by considerations of voice
leading, and the harmonic direction is created more by

the interplay of consonance and dissonance rather than

by root movement.

The following example illustrates

these characteristics and shows some of the varied
chord structures used throughout the piece.
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A Delaware Rhapsody,
measures 28 -30.

The tonal scheme of the piece is firmly

grounded in A -flat major which, along with the
subdominant key of D -flat major, is reserved for the
theme sections.

Secondary tonalities used in the

episodes are B -flat minor and F minor in the first,
E -flat major in the second,

and C minor in the third.

Thus, all of the scale degrees of A -flat major have

their turn except the leading tone.
The technical demands of the piece are not

excessive yet are sufficient enough to interest
advanced players.

The tessitura remains in the middle

to upper -middle registers and there are frequent rests.

The pitch range extends from [B -flat] to [d- flat2] with

alternate lower octave options for all notes higher

than [a1].

The fastest tonguing required in an

extended passage is that which begins on measure 42
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where a tempo between M.M. 92 and 100 is appropriate.
There are three places in this same section where pairs
of thirty- second notes may require the use of a light,

legato double tongue.
In preparing the piece, the main problems to be

solved are musical ones having to do with tempos,
dynamics, and articulation.

The object is to create a

unity of style in the theme sections and to emphasize
the contrastive and individual characters of the
episodes.
All of the various tempos fall within the

relatively narrow range of from M.M. 80 to about 96.
In order to insure the proper relationships,

to a metronome is virtually a necessity.

referral

Adding to the

problem are the many tempo nuances occurring
throughout:

accelerandos, allargandos, and ritards.

Some of these are rather long and require thoughtful

planning.

A particular case in point is the "crescendo

poco a poco e accelerando" beginning at measure 87

which continues for eight measures.
A variety of articulations are called for which

should be exploited to their fullest.

The theme

sections all require a smooth, singing legato which
will result from a smooth, continuous blow and soft
"dah" tongue strokes.

The first episode should retain

the same effortless quality as it moves through its
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sixteenth notes with a smooth but more distinct
articulation.

The third episode, at measure 72 and

following, is very close in style to the first episode

but the slightly slower tempo necessitates a soft

breath impulse on each unslurred note along with a soft
tongue stroke.

The second episode is in a fully

detached and energetic style; the contrast between it
and the surrounding sections should be maximized.

Dynamic contrast is another important element

delineating the character of the sections.

Gradual and

sudden changes occur frequently and these should all be

carefully observed.

Particularly challenging is the

third episode which is full of abrupt dynamic changes.
These occur in both the trombone and piano but not
always synchronously.
An effective approach for achieving the desired

contrast in character between the episode sections is
to practice them in close succession taking care to set

the proper tempos and articulation styles.

The

objective is to establish the relative differences both

physically and conceptually.

The same procedure should

be followed with the theme sections for the purpose of

establishing unity of tempo and style, but also to
comprehend the differences as well.
Interpreting cadenzas presents a unique
challenge because most of the final shaping, both
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rhythmically and dynamically,

is left to the performer.

The task is greatly simplified once an understanding is

gained of which notes control the melodic directions
and which are subsidiary.

The cadenza at measure 24

forms a symetrical arch, climaxing on a sustained [c2].

The upward curve moves in an ascending chromatic scale
formed by the first note of each group of four

sixteenth notes.

The descent works essentially the

same way but the movement is diatonic.

Aural

comprehension and accuracy of the eight sixteenth notes
immediately before the high [c2] will radically improve
when they are perceived as two intertwineing major
triads on C and D -flat rather than as a random
succession of notes.

The motivic unit which begins the

cadenza and is sounded again at the top of the

chromatic ascent should be understood as an embellished
form of the much discussed rhythmic motive.

These

points are clarified in the following example.
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A Delaware Rhapsody,
trombone cadenza, measure 24.

There are a few places where the use of

alternate slide positions will facilitate the
performance.

Sixth position [f]'s on the first beat of

measure 49, in measure 58, and in measure 60 will, in
the first case, maintain directional momentum and, in
the latter two, will avoid a large movement of the
slide between the [f] to [g -flat] semitone.

illustrated in figure 34.

These are
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A Delaware Rhapsody, trombone part,

measures 46 -61.
The accelerando passage in measures 87 -92

provides an excellent opportunity to make use of fourth

position [fl]'s and [gl]'s.

This will greatly reduce

the slide motion and allow the accelerando to be free
and unlabored (figure 35).

measures 76 and 77.

The same is true of

All [d1]'s in

the

key of three

flats should routinely be played in fourth position

when surrounded by third or fourth position notes.
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A Delaware Rhapsody. trombone part,

measures 87 -96.
The foregoing study has shown A Delaware

Rhapsody to be a soundly constructed and musically

varied composition which is worthy of study by the
high- school and young college player.

The piece

illustrates many principles of form and compositional

procedure which are quite accessible to the younger

advanced player.

Thoughtful instructional guidance can

further the student's understanding of how these

aspects relate to good musical interpretation.
Technically,

it is an excellent vehicle for

demonstrating both lyrical and brilliant styles of
playing, making it ideal for juries and solo clinics.
Sonatina, opus 181

The Sonatina, op. 181, composed in 1984, is in

three brief movements arranged in the conventional
fast -slow -fast format.

It is neo- classic in flavor,

with lean textures, succinct design, and a relentlessly
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regular rhythmic structure.

At the same time,

it is

permeated with melodic and harmonic elements derived
from jazz and commercial music.

The work is a

departure from Uber's normal predisposition toward
clearly defined rounded forms such as the ternary or
Here, literal thematic recurrance is used only

rondo.

minimally with variation-being the primary operating

procedure throughout the piece.
The first movement opens in A minor with the

trombone stating the first of the two main thematic
elements, a scalar figure punctuated by incisive chords
in the piano

(figure 36).
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Figure 36.

Sonatina, op. 181,
mvt. I, measures 1 -4.

The piano introduces a contrasting two -bar motive in

measure

8

which is answered in varied form by the

trombone in measure 10.

This dialogue continues until

the first theme returns in measure 19, but now in the
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key of B -flat minor.

New contrasting material in C

minor, beginning at measure 28, culminates in a

dramatic seven -bar piano interlude beginning at measure
37 and

which prepares an abrupt modulation to D minor

for the first statement of the second theme at measure
44.

The marking at this point is "scherzando" with
the tempo being reduced slightly from the original M.M.
80 to M.M.

76.

The jaunty tune, given by the trombone

is light and dance -like with the scherzando effect

being heightened by the momentary rhythmic

accompaniment in the piano in measures 45 -46
(figure 37).
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Figure 37.

Sonatina, op. 181,
mvt. I, measures 44 -47.

This new theme, after only four bars, gives way
to melodic elements bearing a close relationship to

secondary material heard in the first section and
which, in turn, sets up the second theme's return in
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measure 73.

More secondary material derived from the

first section is presented and a key shift to F major
is confirmed in measure 88.

A brief coda begins at measure 92 which recalls
the scalar first theme.

The movement quickly concludes

with the trombone sustaining a high [c2] as the piano
cadences strongly on F major.
The broad design of the first movement is shown
in the diagram below where the two themes are

identified by Roman numerals and the secondary material
by lower -case letters.

The secondary material

comprises the bulk of the movement's content.

It has

less melodic definition than the two themes and unfolds
in a manner reminiscent of the linear improvisatory

style of jazz, moving, for the most part, in streams of

sixteenth notes in an unwavering two -beat meter.

Allegro moderato
a
II
II b
19

Figure 38.
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'III

44
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I

II

d

73

(I)

92

Structural schematic of
Sonatina, op. 181, mvt.

a

101

I.

The tonality of the movement progresses from
the initial A minor to the concluding F Major through
an essentially rising series of tonics.

In measure il,

the A minor key is disolved as the melody and harmony
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"slide" down momentarily to the realm of D -flat before

settling on B -flat minor at measure 14

(figure 39).
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Figure 39.

Sonatina, op. 181,
mvt. I, measures 10 -14.

The B -flat tonality holds until measure 32 where
C minor takes over for a brief time.

The abrupt

arrival on D minor at the "Scherzando" in measure 44 is
set up skillfully in the preceding five -bar piano

interlude where D's are hammered out repeatedly in the
right hand against strong A- flat's in the bass

register.

This, along with the "subito piano" dynamic

at measure 44, distinctly sets off the second theme.

The tonality of the second section remains relatively

stable until measure 76, where the line again "slides"
off key and then soon settles into F major on which the

movement concludes.
The second movement is in E -flat and begins

with low positioned chords to provide a soothing
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contrast to the previous movement's brilliant ending.
Only twenty -eight bars in length,
four -bar introduction,

a

variations.

i

it consists of a

an eight -bar theme and two

The introduction, shown in figure 40, is a

piano "play- through" of the first half of the theme.
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The singing theme has an easy familiarity to it and is

reminiscent of a genre of song from American musical

theater where firm resolve is expressed by way of
straight- forward square rhythms, diatonic simplicity
of melodic movement, and upward striving, arch -like

phrases.
The theme's three -note head motive is the main

element of development in the two variational strophes.
In measures 13 and 14,

shown in figure 41, the theme's

identity is established with the head motive which is
then varied in measure 14 by rhythmic diminution and
interval expansion.
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Sonatina, op. 181,
mvt. II, measures 13 -14.

The second variation is based almost entirely
on the head motive with which it also begins.

The

repeating motive in measures 23 and 24 is the head with
the third note inverted.
The introspective mood of the second movement
is quickly shattered with the third movement's

introductory fanfare.

The subsequent "rag" style theme

and accompaniment is shown in figure 42.
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Sonatina, op. 181,
mvt. III, measures 16 -25.

The third movement is closely related in style
to the first movement with its reference to vernacular

idioms and its rhythmic organization consisting of an

unwavering 2/4 meter with an emphasis on sixteenth note
motion.

Variants of the theme, easily identified by

the repetitive syncopated rhythm, occur throughout and

integrate the otherwise through- composed movement.
The melodic content is comprised of short,

rhythmic figures of one or two beats in length which
are extended variously by either exact or varied
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repetition, sequence, or dialogue between trombone and
piano.

These procedures are illustrated in the passage

from measures 30 to 34 shown in figure 44.
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Sonatina, op. 181,
mvt. III, measures 30 -34.

It is the predominance of these fragmentary

motives and the absence of more enduring thematic
material which produces the effect of improvisation to
an even greater extent than in the first movement.

The tonal organization follows the conventional

circular formula.

The introduction serves as an

elongated dominant preparation to the B -flat tonality
of the theme.

Modulations to C minor, G minor and D
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minor follow one another and lead to a return to the Bflat tonic at measure 80.

Here, as in the previous

movements, the harmonies are abundant with sevenths,
ninths, simultaneous cross -relations and other

chromatic alterations.
Technically, the work is of moderate difficulty
and should be within the capabilities of the young

college player.

There are no difficult rhythms and,

with the exception of a few pairs of thirty- second
notes,

requiring double -tonguing, the greatest speed

demands are sixteenth note passages where

= 84.

The range calls for a strong [c2], which occurs only

once at the end of the first movement.

Endurance is

not a problem because of frequent short rests and the

moderate tessitura.
A few of the more extended sixteenth note

passages will require extra drill work to achieve the
desired fluency.

One example is in the third movement,

measures 84 to 89, which involves an awkward slide
pattern and then requires a leap to a "forte"

[b-

on a weak part of the beat and when the player is on

the low end of his or her air supply (figure 44).

flats]
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Sonatina, op. 181,
mvt. III, measures 84 -89.

Typical of Uber's solo pieces, Sonatina is

carefully edited with dynamics and articulation

markings which should be óf primary concern in
preparing the piece.

They are particularly crucial

because they are the main sources of variety and
contrast within the movements.

Clarity and

differentiation of articulative patterns are necessary
if a stylish performance is to be achieved.

In the

passage shown in figure 45, inattention to such details
will completely alter its effect and character.
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Sonatina, op. 181,
mvt. I, measures 28 -37.

The frequent and often sudden changes in

dynamics demand a freely functioning breathing
technique which is able to accomplish sudden and subtle
shifts of "blow- speed ".

This precludes any

inappropriate and immobilizing tension in the
abdominal, chest, or throat areas.

Tension -free and expressive use of the blow,
along with the previously discussed clarity and

definition of articulation are two areas commonly
needing attention among high school and young college
players.

The Sonatina is an ideal vehicle for

furthering development in these areas.

Additionally,

it is ideally suited for the kinds of performing

situations often encountered by players at this level
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where the audience, which typically consists of
relatives and friends of greatly varying musical
interests, can relate to its modern yet familiar and

easy style.
Sonata,

opus ill

The Sonata, op. 111 was written in 1975 on a

commission by Frank H. Meredith, euphoniumist and
professor at King's College.

The work was subsequently

published in 1978 by Edition Musicus of New York.
While originally conceived for the euphonium,

it may

also be performed on the tuba or trombone as indicated
in the published edition.

It's adaptation for trombone is well worth the

effort as it is one of Uber's most virtuosic works.
few places exhibit idiomatic valve writing:

A

rapid

passages where valve action eliminates or reduces the
need for tongue action.

These passages, however, are

not insurmountable for the advanced trombonist in

possession of a facile and light multiple tonguing
technique.

The piece is otherwise well suited for the

instrument.
The work is in the traditional three movement

sonata format of fast -slow -fast.

The outer movements

are technically brilliant and are contrasted by the

lyrical, singing middle movement.
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The first movement, formally the most elaborate
of the three, is a rondo having features related to

sonata -allegro form.

The opening "A" section reappears

in the middle and again, near the end of the movement.

The "C" section is a lyrical song with a "second theme"

quality which is followed by a development like

transition leading back to the "A" section.

The form

is diagrammed in figure 46.
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Formal design of Sonata, op. 111,
first movement

The driving and at times breathless quality of
the movement is the result of the underlying rhythmic

design which consists largely of sixteenth note figures
and passages of varying lengths and shapes.

melodic movement is mostly scalar.

The

Figure 47

illustrates four essentially rhythmic motives or
incipient- motives that are the generating forces for

virtually all of the melodic material from start to
finish with the exception of the lyrical interlude

comprising the "C" section.
(a)

,

(b)

,

(c)

,

and

(d)

.

These are identified as
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(a)

:

ULf

(d):

Ï(,v
Figure 47.

Rhythmic motives in Sonata, op.111,
movement I.

The two note cell motive of

is almost

(a)

always associated with an ascending interval except in
the "B" section where it is inverted.

This is the most

important motivic element in the movement and provides
the basic impulse for all that follows.

Motives (b),

(c),

and

(d)

are distinguished by

the part of the beat on which they begin.
(b)

and (c), the two "off- beat" motives,

Motive

prevalent.

(b)

Of these,

are the most

is always used with an ascending

scale figure whereas motive

(c)

is used with both

ascending and descending figures.
The "A" section begins immediately with the

motive in the piano serving as an anacrusis.

(b)

The theme

elements are all derived entirely from motives (a),
(b),

and (c).

The most notable feature is that almost

all of the phrases begin off the beat and end either on

an upbeat or on the sixteenth note preceeding the

downbeat.

This produces the effect of phrases left

suspended in space and of unresolved rhythmic
dissonances.
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A transition in measures 19 to 25 uses
(c)

(b)

and

motives and moves the tonality from the F major /D

minor area of the "A" section to B -flat major, the key
of the "B" section.

This section opens with the

material shown at rehearsal letter B of figure 48.

It

is similar to the "A" theme in that it begins with

motive

(a)

followed by motive

(b)

The

.

(a)

motive is

inverted and descends to [B- flat], the lowest note of
the entire movement for the soloist.
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Sonata, op. 111,
mvt. I, measures 22 -28.
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The effect of this [B -flat] is heightened by

virtue of it being the first real fulfillment of the
need,

first felt in the second measure, for a strong

on- the -beat impulse in the solo voice.

The entire "A"

section has, in a sense, served as an extended

anacrusis to this moment of rhythmic resolution.
The "B" section continues with the first use of

the

(d)

type motive which, significantly, is the one

beginning on the beat.

In measure 33, a brief

imitative section begins with a subject whose motivic

ingredients are

(a) (a) (b)

sequential section using

transition which develops

This is followed by a

.

(d)
(c)

type motives and a
type motives.

The

transition section from measures 45 to 50 is shown in
figure 49.
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Figure 49.

Sonata, op. 111,
mvt. I, measures 45 -50.

The first return of "A" occurs at measure 51

which is a literal repeat of measures
two -bar transition using a

(c)

1

to 14.

A brief

type motive similar to

the one found in the previous transition section
(measures 45 to 50) is abruptly halted

'by

an unexpected
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caesura after which the "C" section begins.

The tempo

slows to "andante" and the movement's exuberant energy
is interrupted for the presentation of a soaring,

expansive melody in the distant tonality of G -flat.
Both the melody and the harmony are quite chromatic.

The pitch span of the melody is nearly two octaves as
it is presented by the soloist.

At measure 89, the

original tempo resumes as the piano begins a twelve

measure transition during which all of the motives and

motive types are developed.
The final statement of "A" begins on measure
101 and the movement concludes with a coda beginning at

measure 111.

Repetitive rhythmic figures in the coda

give strong emphasis to the beat and meter and, like

the "B" section, provides a resolution to the extended
"upbeat" feeling of the "A" section.
ends with a series of

(c)

The movement

motives linked sequentially

and a sustained high [c2] in the solo voice.
The cantabile second movement contrasts two

lyrical styles:

a

pensive C minor arioso in the outer

sections, and a more formalized,

song -like middle

section in the relative major.
The restless atmosphere is immediately

established with the opening dissonant harmonies and

questioning motives shown in figure 50.
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Figure 50.

Sonata, op. 111,
mvt. II, measures

1 -4.

This mood continues throughout the first section which
is abundant with chromaticism,

ambiguities.

dissonance, and tonal

The question -like motives are repeated in

measures 12 to 15 and then again in measures 22 to 25,
this time with the trombone and piano lines interThe harmony shown in figure 50 accompanies

changed.

each return of this material.
The E -flat major middle section has a triadic
melody, mostly diatonic harmonies, and is simpler in

pretense.

The reflective "poco agitato" mood of the

first section is supplanted by a relaxed tempo and a
steadier, more settled movement organized in four

phrases with measure units of

phrase is shown in figure 51.

4 +4 +4 +6.

The first

Each subsequent phrase

begins with a variant of the first two measures.
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Sonata, op. 111,
mvt. II, measures 30 -33.

The fourth phrase is,

in effect,

a

retransition

back to the original mood and key as chromaticism
increases and the phrasing becomes fragmented and
halting.

A dominant seventh chord on G, in measure 47,

brings the middle section to an inconclusive end and

prepares the inevitable return of C minor.
The opening material returns and the overcast

atmosphere prevails again for thirteen bars.

The

movement ends, with its psychological issues
unresolved, on a tonic ninth chord.
The second movement has the effect of a

soliloquy of the kind popular in musical theàter during
the "Rogers and Hammerstein era" of the 1950's. The

interpretation should be appropriately dramatic, as if
pondering some intense inner conflict.

Ample dynamic

and expressive indications are given which are better
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overplayed than underplayed.

In keeping with the

arioso character, the parts are designed to allow for

great rhythmic flexibility.

The procedure of one

player sustaining while the other moves (see figure
allow

50), prevalent in the outer sections especially,

give -and-

the players to respond to one another in a

take manner.

The movement is an excellent training

vehicle for promoting this kind of aural awareness.
The brief and winsome third movement is as

extroverted as the second is introverted.

A four -bar

piano introduction rushes headlong into a pentatonic
theme which is defined primarily by its bouyant rhythm.
This theme, shown below in figure 52,

is immediately

repeated a step higher and with slight intervallic
alterations.
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Figure 52.

Sonata, op. 111,
mvt. III, measures

7

-12.

Four short subsections based on contrasting rhythmic

motives follow.

The second and fourth are related
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rhythmically to the theme.

An eleven -bar piano

interlude, actually an elaboration of the original

four -bar introduction, leads directly to a return of
the theme.

The Sonata ends brilliantly with a flurry

of sixteenth note triplets ascending to a sustained [d-

flat2].

The Sonata is a veritable catalog of advanced

tonguing techniques requiring the player to move
fluidly from single to multiple tonguing patterns and
to articulate a variety of slur- tongue combinations.

The first eight measures of the piece include
fast scalar passages calling for a detached single

tongue which is followed immediately by an extended
sixteenth note legato run and, in measure

8,

thirty -

second note flourishes requiring a legato double tongue.

Good tongue- breath coordination is essential
for the many off -beat accented notes and on -beat rests

and the various articulation patterns occurring

throughout the first movement.

The passage shown in

figure 49 on page 100, for example, is far more

challenging because of the on- the -beat rests.

The

source of difficulty is the constant interruption of
the momentum of the tongue stroke.

To add to this

already problematic maneuver, double -tonguing must be
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employed on the thirty- second note pairs in measures 49
and 50.
The tempo of the third movement is marked
"allegro,

J = 126" and it proceeds in an unwavering

duple meter in the manner of a stylized "quick- step."
The rhythmic motives demand a clean, facile technique

which will take most advanced players to the limit of
their single- tongue velocity when played at the
indicated tempo.

The tempo must be maintained and the

technical resistance must not be allowed to disturb the
forward momentum.
The passage from measure 75 to the end is

particularly demanding in this regard.

In measure 94,

after nineteen measures of continuous playing, mostly
rapid single- tonguing, a new pattern starts with off-

beat sixteenth note triplets which continues for six
measures.
page,

This passage, shown in figure 53 on the next

is only possible with triple-tonguing and a well

planned use of alternate positions.

The effect of the

passage, which culminates on a sustained [d- flat2], is
of brilliant virtuosity.

For the endurance and

technique required, this is one of the most challenging
moments in the trombone literature.
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mvt. III, measures 90 -104.

CHAPTER

6

CONCLUSION
David Uber's compositions are part of the ever
growing and evolving repertoire of instructional music
that forms the daily diet of instrumental music
students.

The kinds of music found in this repertoire

reflect the major elements of the training curriculum:

methods and studies for lesson work, solos with piano
accompaniment for jury examinations and recitals, and
music for ensembles of various sizes and types.
Uber's output for the trombone is unique for
two reasons:

first, all of the major areas of the

teaching repertoire are represented; and second, his
conservative contemporary style incorporates aspects of
musical styles that are very much a part of the

mainstream of current American and European culture.
The developing player is therefore likely to have some

experiential resources to draw from in forming an aural
concept of the given composition and in arriving at a
coherent interpretation.

At the same time, the student

is gaining a working knowledge of styles regularly

encountered by the contemporary working musician.
108
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The wide circulation and use of Uber's music is

indicated by the fact that he has received the ASCAP

Standard Panel Award each year since 1959.

This award

is given in recognition of worldwide performances of a

composer's works.

He is apparently known even in the

Soviet Union as a review appearing in the Brass
Bulletin, of a recording by the trombone section of the

Leningrad Philharmonic, reported that "Miniatures by
David Uber are very well played... "24
In his works, Uber shows a preference for

lyricism and melodic invention.

He favors sectional

forms that enable him to combine a variety of melodic
ideas and styles, and that allow for some

interpretational freedom.
With few exceptions, Uber's solo and chamber
music pieces are designed to include both lyrical and
technical elements that are often placed in close
juxtaposition.

They are generally light in character

and often make reference to jazz and commercial styles.

The level of interpretational and aural skills required
of a given piece match the technical and physical

demands.

Most of the works for trombone and piano are
graded at the intermediate to moderately difficult
level.

The main pedagogical value of these pieces is
24Rev. of trombone recordings, Brass Bulletin,

No.

12

(1975)

,

p.

98.
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in the area of tone development, expressiveness,

and

style awareness, while demands in the areas of range,
intervals, velocity,

and rhythm are generally modest.

The advanced level works make considerably more demands

Difficult rhythms, intervals,

on range and velocity.

and harmonies are found extensively in the etudes but
are not often encountered in the recital pieces.
In his etude collections, Uber adheres to a

compositional approach so that technical and reading
problems are always presented in a musical context.
His etudes exhibit formal logic and many are suitable
for performance as unaccompanied solos in master class
or demonstration situations.

Some of his etude sets,

in terms of format and concept, are unique in the

trombone literature.

His clef studies, for example,

are each given twice,

in the familiar bass clef first,

and then in the less familiar tenor or alto clef.

The

same principle of approaching the unfamiliar by way of

the familiar is shown in his Intonation Studies, which
call for the use of difficult to tune middle and upper

register alternate positions after the student has
developed an aural concept by using the regular shorter
positions.
The etudes are likely to be the most enduring
of Uber's compositions.

They are among the finest in

their class at any given level.

They demonstrate his
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best and most fluent melodic inventiveness and his

thorough knowledge of the trombone based on years of
professional playing experience.
Critical reviews of Uber's published works have

ranged from harshly negative to strongly favorable with
most of the former coming from the early 1970's.

Dr.

John Coe of the University of Akron, in a 1971 review,
for example, described Montage for baritone horn as "a

set of four unsophisticated character variations on an

undistinguished theme..."

He condemned the work as "a

very poor piece of music..." describing the effect of
an abrupt key change as "altogether ludicrous. "25
In the same 1971 issue of the NACWPI Journal,

Charles Winking of Quincey College, Illinois, reviewed
Ballets in Brass and felt that it offered "very slight
return for the time spent in attempting to interpret
and rehearse the work with (the) young brass

performer. "26

A reviewer of Three Sketches for Four

Woodwinds referred to the piece as "trivial" and
commented that one section sounded like "scraps from
Ravel's wastebasket

-

rejected for melodic vacuity. "27

25John Coe, rev. of Montage, by David Uber,
NACWPI Journal, 20, No. 1 (1971), 22.
26Charles Winking, rev. of Ballets in Brass by
David Uber, NACWPI Journal, 20, No. 1 (1971), 45.
27Bruce Archibald, rev. of Three Sketches for
Four Woodwinds, by David Uber, Notes: Quarterly Journal
of the Music Library Association, 27, No. i (1970),
p.

151.
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Reviewers looking for innovation and serious

pretense will find little in Uber's music to recommend
and will often take him to task for his derivative

style and "old fashion" taste.

Streets of Laredo, wrote:

Winking, reviewing

"unfortunately much of the

composition suffers from the fact that the jazz rhythms
that appear are quite dated..., the overall piece bears
a

striking resemblance to the brass writing for the

Paul Whiteman band, circa 1924. "28

Even favorable

reviews will occasionally allude to a lack of

originality and use of clichfs.
This same work, Streets of Laredo, was given an

enthusiastic recommendation in a review which appeared
at about the same time as Winkings.

Henry Schmidt of

Muhlenberg College called it "a solidly crafted work."
Continuing, he wrote:

"There is throughout a masterful

feel for color and balance, with some truly fetching

moments of instrumental sonority."
canonical third variation as

a

He described the

"tour de force. "29

Favorable reviews outnumber the unfavorable.
Leon Bradley, in 1969, highly recommended the Method
for Trombone and felt that "this method contains the

28Charles Winking, rev. of Streets of Laredo, by
64.
David Uber, NACWPI JOURNAL, 19, No. 4 (1971)
,

29Henry Schmidt, rev. of Streets of Laredo, by
David Uber, Notes: Quarterly Journal of Music Library
Association, 28, No. 1 (1971), 122.
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best presentation of material for the beginning student
on trombone that he (Bradley) has seen."30

Quality craftsmanship and a high level of

satisfaction for both the player and the listener are
recurring themes in the many favorable reviews of
Uber's works.

John Paynter, reviewing Two Hymns for

Brass Choir, wrote:

"These are skillfully structured

arrangements that display the sure and agile
imagination of an experienced craftsman. "31

A review of

the solo horn edition of Springfall states:

"the work

is a success,

really interesting to practice and to

"32
perform ."32

The prevailing mood of Uber's music is

typically light- hearted and often playful as indicated
by his frequent use of whimsical titles.

quote from a review of Tricorne,
in 1983,

a

The following

brass trio published

suggests that he might be moving into a more

"serious" phase:

Rather than offering up the serviceable but
light fare of past efforts such as Camptown
Races and Manhattan Vignettes, Uber is now
working in a more spacious musical and
emotional arena...
sudden rhythmic changes, an
intuitive use of dynamics, and even a touch of
30Leon Bradley, rev. of Method for Trombone, by
David Uber, NACWPI Journal, 18, No. 1 (1969) p. 62.
31John Paynter, rev. of Two Hymns for Brass
Choir, by David Uber, The Instrumentalist, November,
1980, p.

49.

32Manrique Javier Bonet, rev. of Spingfall, by
David Uber, Brass Bulletin, No. 57 (1987), p. 97.
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pathos help make this ene5getic work one which
we can respond to freely.
Professional recognition has also come to Uber
by way of awards and prizes.

Two of his compositions

have won first prizes in the James Madison University
flute choir composition contest:
1986 and Sonnets in 1982.

Suite Picaresque in

Musicale received a first

prize in 1981 in the University of Maryland clarinet
choir competition.

Odyssey for concert band was a

prize winner at "Band Symposium III" which was held at

Radford College, Virginia in 1978.
Uber has received numerous commissions over the
years.

Harry Krueger of Augustana College has been

commissioning compositions for his brass choir on a
regular basis since 1970.

Others have come from

Carthage College, The Johnson Wax Corporation, the New

York Brass Quintet, and the National Music Camp at
Interlochen.

Some have come from individual artists

such as Frank Meredith who commissioned the Sonata,
op.

111.

Carthage College, now located in Kenosha,
Wisconsin, honored Uber with a "Distinguished Alumni
Award" in 1979.

Trenton State College, where he has

served on the faculty since 1959, has twice given him a

33Joel Elias, rev. of Tricorne, by David Uber,
International Trombone Association Journal, 11, No. 4
(1983), 48.
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merit award for his musical compositions, his

contribution to campus life, and for excellence in
teaching.
In his music, Uber reflects something of his

own optimistic and unaffected spirit.

Douglas Yeo, the

bass trombonist of the Boston Symphony, summarized very

aptly this relationship between Uber and his music: "A
fine trombonist in his own right, his music is

reminiscent of the man himself, straight forward but
not overly profound, with a light -heartedness that

makes it usually fun to play."34
His high level of sustained productivity is

exceptional and is perhaps related to the fact that he
composes as "part of" rather than "apart from" his
other musical activities.

It would not be quite

correct to say that he divides his time between
playing, teaching,

and composing.

Rather, he has

blended these activities into an interactive whole.
He draws musical ideas from the deep reservoir of many

seasons of ballet and
experience.
students,

opera, and extensive free -lance

The many works written specifically for

colleagues, and guest artists with his

ensembles indicate that his teaching activities have

34Douglas Yeo, rev. of 30 Etudes, by David
Uber, International Trombone Association Journal, 12,
No.

2

(1984),

58.
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served as a catalyst for his creative flow.

He has

already provided trombonists with an exceptionally
large body of valuable materials and it is probable
that his best work is still to come.

APPENDIX
CLASSIFIED LIST OF WORKS BY DAVID UBER
FOR OR INCLUDING TROMBONE AND SIX OR LESS PLAYERS

AND FOR TROMBONE CHOIR
Grade levels are given where known according to the
following scale:
4 = moderately difficult
1 = beginner
5 = difficult
2 = easy - intermediate
6 = very difficult
3 = intermediate

PEDAGOGY
(Belwin Mills,

A Choice Collection of Songs,

Trombone,
1968, 1969)
Bk. IIB: 4 -5

1960)

(Southern Music Pub. Co., 1967,
Bk.

IA,

IB:

1 -2;

Bk.

IIA:

Thirty Etudes in the Bass and Tenor Clefs,
Bk.
(Southern Music Pub. Co., 1976)
II:

4

3

-4;

(Southern

Twenty -one Etudes in the Bass and Alto Clefs,
Music, 1975) 4 -5

Bk.

3

I:

2 -3,

-5

Early Studies for the Bass Tuba or Bass Trombone,
(Southern Music, 1980) 2 -3

Twenty -three Virtuoso Studies in Clefs,
Music, 1982) 5

(Robert King

Warm -up Procedure for Trumpet, Trombone, Euphonium or
Tuba,

(Charles Colin, 1981)

Intonation Studies for Trombone,
1981)

2 -4

(Robert King Music,

4

Learning the Tenor Clef,

(unpublished,
117

1984)

2

118

Beginning and Early Studies for Trombone,
Brass Music Corp., 1986) 1 -2

(Touch of

Concert Etudes for Tuba or Bass Trombone,
Music, 1986) 4

(Robert King

UNACCOMPANIED SOLO
Springfall,

(unpublished, 1983)

4

SOLOS WITH PIANO

Mississippi Legend,

(H.

Adler,

1960)

3 -4

Sonata for Trumpet or Trombone or Euphonium, op. 34,
(Southern Music Co., 1961) 4
Panorama,

(H.

Adler, 1962)

4

Pantomine for Tuba or Bass Trombone,
1964)

Four Sketches (Edition Musicus,

Autumn Sketches,
Golden Leaves,

(Charles Colin,

4

1965)

3

(Ensemble Publications,

(Kendor Music Inc.,

Ballad of Enob Mort,

1966)

1965)

2

3

(Southern Music Co., 1971)

Three Musical Protraits,

(unpublished, 1972)

3

-4

3 -4

Sonata for Euphonium or Tuba or Trombone, op. 111,
(Edition Musicus, 1975) 5
Elegy and Blues,

(Touch of Brass Music Corp., 1979)

A Delaware Rhapsody,
Evensong,

Espagnole,

(Kendor Music Inc., 1980)

(Kendor Music Inc.,
(unpublished,

1980)

1982)

(unpublished, 1985)

-4

4

4

Sonatina for Trombone or Euphonium, op. 181,
Music Co., 1983) 4
Skydream,

3

5 -6

3

(Southern

119

(Kendor Music Inc., 1986)

Prelude and Scherzo,

(Kendor Music Inc., 1986)

Romance,

3

3

SOLO WITH PERCUSSION
Tropicale,

(unpublished, 1983)

4

SOLO WITH TROMBONE QUARTET

Exhibitions,

(Kendor Music Inc.,

1973)

4

SOLOS WITH BRASS CHOIR

Elegy and Blues,
1979)

Litany,

(brass choir version unpublished,

5 -6

(unpublished,

Capriccio,

1980)

5

(unpublished, 1981)

Twelve Bars Revisited,

4

(unpublished, 1983)

5

SOLO WITH BAND
Panorama,

(band version unpublished,

1962)

4

(Edition Musicus, 1953)

3

TWO TROMBONES

Ten Concert Duets,

Twentieth Century Duets, in
1960)

Vol.

1:

I,

Vol.

II:

2
3

Twelve Duets in Three Clefs,

vols.,

-4

(Belwin Mills,

-4

(Southern Music Co.,

1975) 5 -6

Three Duos for Two Trombones,

(unpublished, 1984)

Petite Duos for Tenor and Bass Trombone.

(unpublished,

1984)

THREE TROMBONES

Manhattan Vignettes,
Five Concert Trios,

(Edition Musicus, 1948)

4

(Ensemble Publications, 1948)

3

120

Carnival,

Adler, 1960)

(H.

2

(Ensemble Publications,

Contemporary Trios,

(Ensemble Publications,

Three Chorales,

1971)

1971)

3

-4

(Touch of Brass Music Corp.,

Seven Dance Forms,

3

1980)

4

FOUR TROMBONES
(Ensemble Publications,

Three miniatures,
Tarantella,

1967)

4

(Published in Instrumentalist, Nov.

1985)

3

TROMBONE CHOIR
Chorale Moderne,

(unpublished, 1961)

(unpublished, 1969)

Octet for Trombones,
The Trombone Choir,

3 -4

(unpublished,

Music for Trombone Choir,

3

-4

1970)

(unpublished, 1972)

3

-4

Concertante Antiphonale for Double Trombone Choir,
(unpublished,

1973)

4

(unpublished,

Five Pieces for Twelve Trombones,
1981)

4

-5

Perspectives for Trombone Choir,
Legerdemain,

(unpublished, 1983)

(unpublished,

1982)

4

4

MIXED DUETS
Program Duets
1960)

- trp.

and trb.,

(Edition Musicus,

3

Double Portraits - trb. or euph. and tuba,
Co.,

1963)

(Brodt Music

4

Eight Short Duos - trp. and trb. or euph.,
Music Co., 1974) 3 -4

(Southern

121

Recital Hall Duets - hn. and trb. or euph.,
Music, Inc., 1975) 3 -4

(Kendor

The Giraffe and the Bear - fl. and tuba or bass trb.,
(Medici Music Press, 1981) 4 -5

MIXED TRIOS
(Southern Music

Trio for Trumpet, Horn and Trombone,
Co.,

Tricorne

1979)

4

-5

(Touch of Brass Music

- trp., hn. and trb.,
Corp., 1983) 4

MIXED QUARTETS
Two pieces for Four Brass - 2 trps., hn, and trb.,
(Edition Musicus, 1951) 3

Miniature Symphony - 2 trps. and 2 trbs or
(Southern Music Co., 1955) 4
Beachcomber's Dance Musicus, 1956)

trps.

2
3

and

2

euphs.,

2

(Edition

trbs.,

-4

Two Compositions for Brass Quartet - 2 trpts. and
(Southern Music Co., 1960) 3 -4
2 trbs.,

Profiles in Brass - 2 trps. and
(Brodt Music Co., 1965)

2
4

hrns or

Colonial Sketches for Brass Quartet
2 trbs.,
(unpublished, 1976)

Vaudeville - 2 euphs. or 2 trbs. and
Brass Music Corp., 1977), 4

-

2

2

trbs.,

trps. and

3

2

(Touch of

tubas,

Brass Quartets for Young Performers - 2 trps. and
2 trbs.,
(Edition Musicus, 1978) 3 -4
Two Carols for Christmas: "Away in a Manger" and
"Put -a -pan" - 2 trps. and 2 trbs., (Concordia
Publishing House, 1979) 4

Divertimento no.

euphs. or 2 trbs. and
Inc., 1981) 4

2

tubas,

2 - 2 euphs. or 2 trbs. and
(Touch of Brass Music Corp., 1982) 4

2

tubas,

1

-

2

(Kendor Music,

Divertimento no.

122

BRASS QUINTETS

(2

trumpets, horn, trombone and tuba
unless otherwise indicated)

Beachcomber's Dance Musicus, 1956)
Build -a -band March,

trps. and

2
3

Two Chorales (J.S. Bach),

Greensleeves,

1960)

1960)

Streets of Laredo,

1959)

4

1962)

4

4

4

1963)

4

2

(Brodt Music Co., 1965)

Five Short Sketches for Brass Quintet,
1965)

1957)

(Brodt Music Co.,

(Charles Colin, 1964)

Battle Hymn of the Republic,

2

5

(Edition Musicus,

How a Rose E'er Blooming,

Co.,

1957)

(Edition Musicus,

(Edition Musicus,

Chinese Legend,

(Edition

(Edition Musicus,

(Belwin-Mills,

Adventures of a Tin Horn,
Lo,

trbs.

(Edition Musicus,

A Day at the Camptown Races,

Advanced Quintet,

3

-4

4

(Brodt Music

4 -5

(Ensemble Publications,

Interludes for Brass Quintet,

1966)

(unpublished, 1968)

Cupful of Jazz for Brass Quintet,

4
4

(unpublished, 1970)

Symphony in One Movement for Brass Quintet,
(unpublished, 1976) 5
Ragtime for Brass Quintet, (unpublished, 1982)
Early Summer for Brass Quintet,

4

(unpublished, 1982)

Frescoes for Brass Quintet, (unpublished, 1983)
Early Spring for Brass Quintet,

Early Fall for Brass Quintet,

(unpublished, 1983)

(unpublished, 1983)

Early Winter for Brass Quintet,

(unpublished, 1983)

4

4

123

BRASS QUINTET AND SOLO VOICE

The Four Friends for Soprano or Baritone with Brass
Quintet, (unpublished, 1982) 4

A Song for Most Any Occasion - for solo voice with
Brass Quintet, (unpublished, 1982)
BRASS SEXTET

(2

trumpets, horn, two trombones and tuba
unless otherwise indicated)

Saint Louis Suite for Brass Sextet,
1962)

Pantomine,

(unpublished,

4

(Charles Colin,

Bugle Call Parade,

1964)

4

(Charles Colin, 1964)

De Kingdom Comin' - 2 trps., euph.,
(Brodt Music Co., 1964) 4

2

Kaleidoscope,

4

(Charles Colin, 1964)

3

-4

trbs and tuba,
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